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ABSTRACT
Section A of this resource guide is designed to help

students develop knowledge of their personal strengths and weaknesses
and understand the relationship of these characteristics to
educational and vocational choices. Each time students experience a
work role, they should be encouraged to share with other students:
(1) their observation of job performance and job conditions, (2)
personal feelings while performing or observing work, (3) personal
needs they feel would be met or thwarted by such work, (4) the
aptitude the students feel they might have for such work, and (5) how
they think one goes about preparing for such work. This approach will
result in increased understanding of work and of the self in
relationship to work. Section B consists of brief descriptions of
selected natural resources occupations (air pollution control,
fisheries, forestry, land use planning, mineral and mineral fuels,
rangeland management, outdoor recreation, soils, water resource
management, and wildlife). The usual duties, characteristics of the
job, qualifications, employment prospects, and advancement
opportunities are described. The three appendixes suggest related
printed and audiovisual resource materials and aid in identifying
community resources and occupational information. (Author)
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FOREWORD
Career education is a comprehensive. systematic, and cohesive plan of instruction that provides each student the

opportunity to plan and prepare for a meaningful and satisfying role as a working member of society. Occupational dusters,
representative of the entire world of work and around which a career education system can be designed, were identified by
the 1.1.S. Office of Education. The 15 occupational clusters are:

business and office environmental control

marketing and distribution public services

communications and media health

ismstruction

manufacturing

transportation

agoliusinets and natural
resources

consumer and homemaking -
re latcd

hospitality and recreation

personal service

fine arts ai.d humanities

marine science

This suggested guide is one of four publications developed by the Department of Agricultural Education. College of
Agriculture, 1 he Pennsylvania State University. as a result of a project entitled. "Career Education in the Natural Resources."
The project was funded under a grant from the Division of Vocational and Technical Education. Office of Education. US.
Department of liealth. Education, and Welfare.

This project grew out of a need for materials offering strategies for implementing career development progianis in the
field of natural resources, a part of one occupational duster area. Although there was an abundance of information
concerning vocational development theories. there was an apparent shortage of materials offering strategies for implementing
these theories into operational programs. This void was causing considerable frustration to practitioners who were attempting
to design and implement plans for career education.

The purposes of the overall project were: (I) to develop appropriate curriculum guides in the natural resources suggesting
a sequentially- developed education program offering career awareness. career exploration. and job preparation, (2) to
acqua.rit educational leadership in all states with the curriculum materials resulting from this project and promote their use,
and (3) to disseminate in the states. copies of the curriculum materials produced in the project.

,Regional Workshops were held during May and June, 1973 in nine of the Regional Offices of the U.S. Office of
Education in the following cities: Boston. Philadelphia. Atlanta. Chicago, Dallas. Kansas ('ity, Denver. San Francisos. and
Seattle Then: meetings were attended by more than 300 classroom teachers, guidance counselors, school'administrators,
leacher educators, and state education department personnel, who were acquainted with the outcomes of the project.
reviewed the guide, and were instructed in its effective use and implementation in a local program. Participants made
recommendations for improving the guide and for the purpose of meeting the wide variations in needs an practices across

the country. These recommendations are reflected in this final document.
The student in middle school /junior high school should rind this period in his education an opportunity to analyze his

abilities and interests, and attempt to fit them with one or more career choices (Figure 1). TO do these things, an individual
needs to do some exploring of occupations. The student should acquire decision-making skills and develop constructive work
attitudes. Lastly. a course of action and study needs to be planned that will equip the individual to enter a rust position in a
chosen c:-reer. Career exploration should result in a spiral of ever-increasing understanding of work and of the self in
relationsbp to work. Activities suggested in this natural resources occupational exploration guide were developed to offer a
means of l!arning from experience as well as in the classroom.

Other cumculum materials resulting from this project are:

Natural Resources and Greer Awareness
A Teacher's Guide for Grades K-6

Occupational Preparation in the Natural Resources
A Suggested High School Curriculum Guide

Natural Resources Teehnokrgies
A Suggested Post High School Program Development Guide

Dr. David R. McClay
Professor and Head
Department of Agricultural Education
The Pennsylvania State University
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USE OF THIS GUIDE

This student resource ghide is designed for both individual and group use in a varkty of settings 4ticluding middle schools,
iumor high schools. vocational schools. youth opportunity centers, and private and public placement and counseling agencies.

This guide suggests a continuum of experiences planned for the individual student which takes him from where he is and
mows him progressively toward the goal of Vik-Jiattliiii maturity Ity mustering an the resources and persons available.

This guide can serve as tow nucleus for group instruction in camel development. Career exploration guided by the
classroom teacher. normally concentrates on the needs and interests of the group. This has the advantage of allowing
counselors to work with students after they have had group instruction. A merger of the group experiences with the process
techniques of counseling offers an excellent strategy for improving the student's self-understanding. It cannot be assumed
that students will person:dire such experiences automatically and thereby understand themselves better in terms of the world
of work. Guidance and vocatismal development education mat be merged if the student is to realize the full value of such
experiences. A team approach, involving the counselor, teachers (particularly vocational teachers), and the work experience
coordinator. offers great potential for enhancing the career development of students.

For the purposes I it* this guide, natural resources are all of those naturally occurring materials of nature having human
utility. The term natural resources iaclucks, in all their foams, soil, water, air. plant life. non-human animal life. sunlight,
minerals and mineral fuels, and space on land and ocean surfaces. Occupations primarily concerned with the development,
maintenance. protection, and regulation of the natural resources were identified and grouped into ten areas. The ten major
natural resources occupational areas considered in this guide are: air, fish, forestry, land use planning, minerals and mineral
fuels, range. recreation, soil. water and wildlife. Application of the material in this guide should be appropriate to the career
opportunities in the part of the country where it is being used. Employment agencies. guidance counselors, and vocational
technical instructors may be of assistance in determining natural resources occupations in the area.

Information and activities 01 Section A, Chapters I, II, and III, are designed to help students develop knowledge of their
personal strengths and weal4nezes and be able to understand relationship of these characteristics to educational and
vocational choices. Filch time students experience a work role, they should he encouraged to share with other students:

1. Their observation of performance and job conditions.
2. Their personal feelings while performing or observing the work.
i. the personal needs they feel would be met or thwarted by sue!) work.
4. The aptitude the students feel they might have for such work.
5. How the think one goes about preparing for such work.

This approach will result in increased understanding of work and of the self in relationship to work.
Section 14 of this pablication consists of brief descriptions of selected natural resources occupations. The usual duties,

characteristics of the job, qualifications, employment prospects, and advancement oppertunities are described. Occupational
briefs are helpful to individual students, teachers and counselors in working with groups of students, and parents as they
become involved in assisting their children with occupational choices.

The appendices suggest related printed and audiovitaial resource materials and aid in identifying community resources
and other ozcupat tonal information.

A student, in pursuing his long range career development goals or those who assist him, such as counselors, teachers,
parents will find this publication to be a systematically organized guide, which provides an overview of occupational
requirements and opportunities in the natural resources. and the relationships of persons to these carceis, through
exploratory experiences and observations.
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Chapter I

PLANNING A CAREER

Suggested Student Performance Objectives

After completing Chaplet I. you Call
1. Identify and Jescribe live reasons why people work.
2. List and describe briefly at least two ways in which your occupation will affect your family and life style off the job.

Necognue maim decisions relating to your occupational goal which you will he making before completing your
formal educiit
Identify locme, and describe all career guilince services in your school.

5. Locate the mriondry of alumni' wal Talk's. the Occupational Outlook Ilairdbook. and the Job Guide for Young
Worker% in the library, and describe briefly the contents of each.

o. Identify, locate. and describe three sources of occupational information in your community.
7. Recognize diftrences between several broad occupational areas in terms of (a) satisfaction each might offer you. (b)

the is pe of duties performed. (c) qualifications for employment. and (d) opportunities for advancement.
S. List your special skills, talents, interests, and physical abilities for doing work and select some occupations which

provide outlets for them.

WHY STUDY OCCUPATIONS?

Choosing a field of work will be one of the most important decisions you will make in your lifetime. You may have
asked yourself iften. "stow can I decide on a field of work when there are so many jobs from which to chooser In the
United States mor.. titan 30.000 distinct jobs havt been identified. Deciding on one field of work or even several tentative
s;mices is a task that will require much thought and investigation.

This publicati has been written for you, the student, to familiarize you with CUM'S in natural resources. A natural
resource is anything in nature that we have available for our use. Natural resources include air. water, soil, forests, grasslands,
minerals. wildlife. fis! and space on land surfaces. This section will help you to become aware of the reasons why people
work. You will have a better understanding of the importance of careful career selection. You will have a better idea of what
courses to take in high school to prepare yourself for a chosen field. You will become familiar with what type of school will
he useful to you in furthering your education in the future. After evaluating your interests, you will be able to determine
whether you should seek employment or seek further education.

WHY DO PEOPLE WORK?

There are many reasons why people work. People work to make money. You must he able to make money to buy
enough food, clothing. and shelter in order for you and your family to live comfortably. You also will want enough money to
buy some luxuries for your pleasure (boats, vacations, hobbies. etc.). People look for security in their occupations. A person
needs to know that tomorrow tiaere is work for him to do and money for him to earn. Each person wants stability in his life
so that he can make realistic and effective plans for the future. Your work can provide you with security.

People work for personal satisfaction. You would find life very boring if you had nothing worthwhile and interesting to
do. People need to jeCtlinillish things in order to be content.

There is a so.called activity drive in people. This means that flan cannot just sit around and do nothing. lie must keep his
mind and body occupied. Interesting work solves this problem.

People work in order to meet goals that they have set. Reaching a goal is part of life. For example. a man may set a goal
of becoming president of a company. He may work most of his life to reach this goal. If and when he reaches it, he may then
set another This goes on throughout life.



0151 AVAILABLE

People basi:alls like to 1w with thei people. Lie person seeks companionship with persons who have inietests
ti, his own U4 )tkifi:2 %.1% tit 111th people Vtilo have stmilai inttests. Will!! part 4i1 a group gives ycvli a reehitg lil
hd"nging- Yollt woik clot pi vide companionship and associations with pet

Sercii:e is decritled 3s the thines.t peison kit/04 that are beneficial tq useful to u...47%. C Ple tike Its ovate new
podu.:is. Mike qualm 1%1.1u:is. iststile useful setsices. and tit .iteAetal Ittak: a Contithilt1011 to their Coilltritlflity and
:t (111(1 %Ian likes It teel that the wink he does is M11111.1111 and is of %aloe to others. Your work can be of service It? others.

Norte Aso walk because t} want to be recogniied others. Neatly everybody seeks status. They are
const an Its tr me to iiiiprive thert

IMPORTANCE OF CHOOSING A CAREER

lite at elat:e pet wig k some 2.0tXt hours a ear and sit.000 hours in ins 1110111. Does this S4.em like a king timeri Jul 421i %silt .1..21Ve iliac it is i Veit jiltl`2 Ilttle This Meath that the average poison will work from the time he is
Ott se.ii instil he is tut tin an avel.fee 411 40 IOW a week ft 5tt weeks a year. If you are to spend the water part of you,
adult Ile then it is impor tant that t,ir become familiar with broad field work and occupations in order to make

ehitice id the kind of Nish to do dtiong your
I ter} J.Nimtiii that Mike in tile will help to shape your future. That is why you must iv very careful in making

decistitns 1 .til should heititte tallith:It with !ohs ill yoth Jre3 of interest anti then decide what interests you most. People who
ents the work that flies ltitl%t likely to be successful in it. Before you can make num decisions. you must set goals
4..u:h as what kind in rob you would
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qt must be phi , and emotionally compatible .vith the Oh of Uour choice. It is impoitant /01 Volt
to itikl eCtipattotts .t Mild! as possible, You should know all about an occupation before deciding to choose it Fin

example. some nibs arc tempoiat seasonal:, the employee may have difficulty in keeping a job. Government jobs ttaN be
more stable and dependable but tilay pay hiwei salaries than similar albs in business and industry.

on must he able h, pet for iii out walk satisfactorily in order to be a good worker. You should choose an occupation
that will mili/e t<onr stiengths and mitiinwe oui weaknesses. This Will guide you to success.

A ho of our lite will he spent on the rob. 14in should enjoy y4 ms work. Hy choosing the right occupation. you will find

much mote happiness in life

DECISIONS VOL WILL HAVE TO HAKE

out future plans will detimme what cotnses u MI* need to take in high school. Fin instance. it you are planning to
entei a vocational field illowing high school. vim should take practical vocational courses. Ii you are planning to enter a
college, you must be co tarn that %on take the applpriate academic Courses including mathematics. science. and

to college.

Mr COPY AVAILABLE

Following high school graduation. Volt ittati begin working and enroll for courses to further your education.
N'0,:Jtiilthil-technical schools. 2-year emninunny colleges. and 4-vear colleges have excellent part-timeand full-time programs

that you ina, %taut to rake either before getting a lob, or while working. Many people take one or two courses at a time, at

itn!lit in on weekends
Another consideration is the 1:mted States Armed Forces. You may tinthei your education while in the :,eivice. In

addfoon to a salar, militati training. anti an education. you often are able to travel to nuny pants of the world. Often the
training and experience Lou receive will he valuable asssets when you look f',r a joh atter serving your country.

Things to 'Think About
1. Tire personal satisfactnni a particular lob can offer you.
2 the ionic a particular Skill it exist as long as you?
z. The physical requirements of an itCCUpaii4 M. Manual labor may become too difficult as you get older.

4. i he geographical locarion of your work.
S I he working envit,Inment (indoor, outdoor: rural. suburban. urban.
o. I he mcorne On will heed.
7. I he education you will need.
x. I he cost of financing our education.
1). Plan, ft r oarriage.

In. Military service obligations.

SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Ask your parents to give at least five reasons why they work.
Ask your parents or other workers how many hours they work in one day and how many days a week they work.
I-hon this milimutin. figure out how many hours they wink in a year and how many hours they will work in their

lifetime it they wink for 40 years.



soIlle 111C Wa% III winch a person's ()A:cup:I:ion affects his famil and his life off the job.
11%1 leason1 alit tiit1{1sing an occupation is important.

WHERE TO GET OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

In this section. we volt discuss tlw numeions suices of information you may use to help broaden you' background in
111 the 11.11111A resources. eN,Jinple. son 111.1t visit Winkc'tS 111 a ft+ area aii which you are interested. These workers

mad helpful in giving you a good idea of what the job is like. Your parents, counselors. teachers. and your pon:ipal can
give toll 04..cunanonal intonnation. bmplor men' offices. trade associations, Union officials. and business and industry
persom' it .4r e on OA:11;1110W! information. The civil service commission offices may give you information. There are
good rniloieations available that' you may read. These will help you learn all about the various jobs.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION IN THE SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY

As sous ititeiests turn to mime definite job areas. you may wish to go to he workers and ask them questions. After all,
who knows more abou' a loll than the man doing the work? From these people, you can get wry definite ideas of just what
the lob is all about. T: Chamher of Commerce may be able to help you locat- sources of information on jobs in your home
10%4 II.

Your county agricultural agent. 4-H agent, and home economist have sources of agricultural and natural resources
occupational inhumation. Their materials may be helpful in career planning. If they do not have the information that you
want on a certain job. they should he able to help you find it.

You should discuss tour ideas %vith your guidance counselor. Your counselor has special training as well as many sources
of occupational information which will he useful to you ir. planning a career. He may he able to find films or film strips that
explain certain careers of interest to you.

Talk with your teachers. You may find that one or more of your teachers has some background in the area of your
interest. They may he able to help you locate more information. Vocational teachers can be especially helpful. They may be
able to assist you in locating occupational information or in helping you appraise yourself.

Your parents and other members of your family know what kind of person you are and what sort of job might suit you
hest. They will be able to tell you it' a certain job may be a good choice.

Civil service commission offices may he able to supply you with information on job descriptions and openings. You can
get tederal announcements of job openings from your post office. State civil service commission announcements may be
obtained trom state employment offices. Some cities, boroughs, and townships issue announcements of job openings for their
particular area. You can check on this at the city hall. municipal building, or township office.

The Bureau of Fmployment Security is the local office of the U.S. Department of Labor. It is often called the
employment office or state employment service. The state employment service is organized to give assistance to job seekers.
I hes pit tile testing. counseling. job phicment, labAii market inti,im athIli. and other services related to employment. The
state employ merit service is an excellent source of occupational information on all types of occupations.

There are many private employment offices as well as state employment services. These offices have information about
lobs, especially for your home town.

You may he able to get help from trade associations and unions about specific jobs. Check on contracts. membership.
and other aspects of union organizations.

4



REFERENCE MAIER( U.S

here are mans pullicatii,ii asarlable that can give ou detailed 11111-111a114111 on careers. guidance counselors and

lihrat ie. should he able to suppls 1ott with some of these guides.
the rkerritani ma/ OuriiiiiA Handbook is publi,i,ed by the U.S. Bureau ti! Lubin Statistics. Atiother helpful guidi, is the

11',,r4cr, published k the U .ti I inp1oyment Seivie. The Dictionary of ()cognitional Titles tl).01..)
dccliptions all lobs that exist. I his hook will gist you .1 geneial idea t what a 1011 is about, as well as titles

of related robs.
Read it ante. technical, and professional 1itUl 11:11S tritin the library, These journals of ten list lobs and potential openings.

As you see, thew are many sources of information you may use to help you make decisions about your cateer, Find out

as much as possible about a job that interests you. Discuss your Minis with workers. your family. counselors. leachers,

employment service personnel. and union and trade officials. Read journals and civil service announcements. Read

publications that will give sou more information on careers.
't he souics of occupational information Just discussed are some of the major aids in career planning. if you have any

unanswered questions after you have studied an occupation on your owns it would be wise to seek assistance or additional

nnomiation from one Or more in these sources. Co as much infoimatin about the oecupation as possible before you make a

decrsti M. Jilt! use crew source of reliable informatiiin.

SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Visit %our Si!loisrS career resource center and become familiar with its contents.

Visit 'its' chii! guidance Cttniselor and determine what services ate ittfered to assist you in career planning.
. ,interview a iepresentanve of the local office of the state entrloyment service and determine what services ate

.11;311J1110 101011

cate the Dictionary HI upauonal Titles. the Ocetwational Outlook Handbook, and the Job Guide for Young

Workers inn the school library and read about natural resource occupations in each.

HOW TO CHOOSE AN OCCUPATION

I his section will explain some 01 the things you should know about an occupation. things you should know about

yourself. and littw sou can select occupations which will offer potential satisfaction to you. You should become familial with

employment ptospects and the nature of the work, including usual duties and characteristics of the job. You should know

what qualifications are required for a particular job and what opportunities for advancement exist in the future. You should

appraise your abilities, talents, previous expetience. interests, and other characteristics and should explore occupational

,urlets tor each.

THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT AN OCCU: ATION

As you study the various lobs. many questions will have to he considered. Consider the employment prospects. In other

words, what are Your chances of being hired? Are businesses in your general area hiring people? Would you consider moving

to a dittereia place in order to find employment?

S



Comiet the twine of the work. What are the duties required of an employee on the job" Does the job require technical
training 01 -.I college &ewe' Does it iequile much outdoor physical work or is most of the work done indoors? keep in mind
that some jobs ate seasonal. some jobs require more than a -W-hout work week, and most jobs require the ability to work well
with people.

Consider >our qualifications and whether they may be applied to the job of your choice. Arc you taking the right courses
to quality for the job? is a high school diploma enough or do you need work experience and/or a degree from a 2-year or
4-year college'

Consider whether are physically able to handle the job.
What advancement opportunities exist for you after a year or inure of satisfactory wok performance? In many instances,

you May move to a position of greater responsi bility after you demonstral: your capabilities.

EVALUATING YOURSELF IN RELATIONSHIP TO AN OCCUPATION

Ion ..hould know so mething. about yourself. What kind of person arc you? tic familiar with your abilities and talents. It
would be 104 dish to choose a job which would not suit you.

Consider your physical abilities. Will you he able to perform the required duties? Some jobs require a lot of manual
labor. In some instances. work must be performed outdoors in all weather conditions.

What expeit.nce have you had which may contribute to your selection of a job? Courses taken in high school may
provide eeriences. 1.011 may loam a lot about an occupation from part-time and summer jobs. On-the-job work experience
inay be an important factor when you are being considered for a job.



think about tow posnal mtetests. hi which subtects do you perform best? You, tecreational 'mews's may indicate a
career .i'ea 101 soli tit IIMIC I I et WI interests guide you in selecting a career list Stilted 10 you.

It ou have ditticulty itt detennining J1V3S of occupational interest. discuss this matter with your school guidance

counsekr. Ile has tests. or surveys. which may help vOU itt finding your areas 01 interest.
What are Volt!' attitude's and alttes',P Ilo do you feel about things? What do you like and what do you dislike? Consider

%01.11 Imp,111.m1 1.1 %oil .1nd what things ;Ile unimpitant to on Fin example. if von have a deep love lin the

outdoors and living things, you may like J job in wildlife in 10fesity. You might not he happy working in an air-conditioned

oft ice.
1-ittd out him others see }on. Ask people what kind of joh they think you would enjoy. They may know more than you

think. Mao, t mes others may notice things about }ou which you did alit know.

SUMMARY

Choosing an iiiXtipatiOli takes time. You must think about many things as you try to decide what yeu would like to do.

You may want to take special courses to help qualify for a particular area. or you may consider work experience to gain more

knowledge about J psis

Things to Think About

1. What are my abilities?
2. What special talents do I possess?

1. What are my special interests?
4. What Are my physical abilities and limitations?

What are my attitudes and values?
llow do I see myself. or what is my self-concept?

7 . Aat are my previous experiences?

s- %%hat are my educational plaits tot the futtne?
Am I the kind of person who works well in a large group, or do I

W. An I willin!,t to accept change?

work better with only one or two people?

It you cive serious thought to these questions. your self-appraisal should give you a clearer pietUre of your interests and

abilities. and you should he able to stall thinking of one or more occupations that will it you as an individual. If the
occupations which interest you have requirements that you do not possess, can you acquire them? How! flow long will it

take?

SUGGESTED LEARNING /ACTIVITIES

I Make a list of the lobs and other activities you like to do. Then make a list of the jobs and other activities you don't

like to do and compare yitur likes and dislikes.
Make a list of Special skills and talents that you possess. Also make a list of skills subjects in which you are weak.

t. Appraise your physical abilities in relationship to doing work. Consider your rhysical strength, eyesight. stamina,

height, weight, coordination, hearing. speech. and emotional stability.
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4. Identits, two or II loit wcupations in the natural resources which interest you.
J. App.' ihe statute )t flit work. physical letillefenk`iltS. qualifications. and advancement opportunities.
h. Determine whether your special skills, talents. and physical makeup are compatible with these jobs.
c. Determine w' satisfaction each occupation might offer you.



Chapter II
EXPLORING OCCUPATIONS

IN THE NATURAL RESOURCES

SUGGESTED STUDENT PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

.octet completing Chapter IL you can
Isientif eight of the ten natural resources areas of employment and describe briefly two occupations within each

area.
list at least six employers of natural resources workers.
Demons/A-ate an understanding of the different levels of employment by describin the typical responsibilities and
ethical atrial requirements for each level.

4 Identity three natural resources occupational areas that you like most and three areas that you like least.

S. Compare the differences between two or more natural resources occupational areas in terms of:

a. the personal satisfaction each offers you
h. the kind of work performed
c. the employment outlook

OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Many job opportunities exist in the natural resources. You, the student, should become familiar with the outlook for
jobs in the future. You should know the special abilities required of workers in the natural resources. What are the
employment opportunities in the development. regulation, protection. and maintenance of natural resources?

OUTLOOK FOR SOBS IN THE NATURAL RESOURCES

Demands for natural esources are growing at a rapid rate. Timber and water needs are increasing rapidly. There is an

increasing demand for facilities to satisfy outdoor recreation needs. This means that increased career opportunities will
develop for properly trained individuals. The demand for skilled workers and technicians to assist the proiessional worker is

expected to increase most rapidly.
Federal. state. and local government agencies are developing programs for environmental improvement and the wise use

of natural resources. Large numbers of aides, technicians, and scientists are employed by federal agencies. Some of the
agencies are US. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA. Public Health Service in the U.S. Department of Health.
Education. and Welfare; U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development; Army Corps of Engineers in the U.S.
Department of Defense; National Marine Fisheries and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in the U.S.
Department of t'ommeice; Forest Service. Soil Conservation Service, and Extension Service in the U.S. Department of
Agriculture: Fish and Wildlife Service, National Park Service. Bureau of Land Management, Bureau of Indian Affairs. Bureau
of Outdoor Recreation, and Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife in the U.S. Department of the interior; and the Tennessee

Valley Authority (TVA).
State agefliICS which may employ natural resources personnel include: Department of Environmental Protection;

Department of Natural Resources: Department of Environmental Resources, Department of Fish and Game; Department of
Pal ks and Recreation: Department of Ilealth. Department of Agriculture:and the Department of Urban Development. Not all

of these agencies will he found to every state.
Employment opportunities also exist with many county or municipal gosernments because of increasing pollution

problems. greater demands for water, and the need for more outdoor recreation areas.
Private industries also are responding to the public's demand for environmental improvement. Employment in this area

S111411(1 tfl crease in the (UMW.

SPECIAL ABILITIES REQUIRED OF WORKERS IN THE NATURAL RESOURCES

The natural resource workers must have special abilities to qualify for employment. Workers should have an appreciation

of the natural resources and understand the need for conservation practices. They should have good knowledge in their
specialued area. Previous work experience is very beneficial.
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I by natmal oikei must b able tit %%4 ilk well nit people. Mt must be able to take 4,1,10 %. give ciders,
aL..ept respiisiliilits ond wink hainioniousl with telliiw %offsets. Mat. natural resource jobs involve w iiktn! with the
general public. the workers must be comteous, h4..lpful.ond friendl it all limes.

1110 %Of ketS 111110 Ise able to apply what the 114%e kilned to 0161' work. Often. a good mathematics backinound i.
needed. Hies must he able to use mote: wk. procedures. and equipment effectively. Workers must he able to plan. e:11/,
alias:XI) tit at,stgittttott., and t,, pt .ettt testtil..et woik.

OCCUPATIONAL LEVELS

Is'etillatitt ate it ten cotegwed as skilled, technical, and professional. Skilled and technical workers are Li Ie men who
do work under supervision. For example a kelncian nu work with instruments in a laboratory . Ile may work
(+utd.ii et-. with other people and possibly with sampling sod. art, plants. and animals. the professional man has had nu work
experience and usuall more education. NI11:11 01 I iS work includes the supervision of several to thati skilled and technical
workers. Ile also %Mid% a lot ol Imre making decisions and solving problems.

In the t olk 'wing section.. you will have ih opponunity to explore some occupations in the natural resources. By doing
aciwiliVN which are Suggested. von will heettille Kites acquainted with the natural resources. You will also get to know

so.n uoi kers And the kinds twik th do.

AIR

BACKGROUND

%if is the mixture tit as which makes up the earth's atmosphere. An is composed of 7X percent nitrogen, 21 percent
ox pen. anti I percent other gases. water vapor. and particulate matter. The oxygen of the air is necessary Iin normal
hteathing h plants and animals. Nitrogen is an important component of amino acids which comprise all proteins. Much of

nutroen 1. Iound in the air.
In yotir lifetittIC. air has become an inmortant natural resource. t-arly conservation we. 7 httilt use of

land. wale!, and wildlife. People were concerned with the Malttleitattee of OW natural resources, but tow considered the
Oleos of isillut ion as a mayor citficern. conservationists were more concerned with the availability of oil or coal than they
were with the pollution of the an caused b) their use. Au pollution is a difficult concept to grasp because many harmful gases
cannot be seen or smelled. yet the dangers are present.

Other tacttors have tended to submerge the impot lance of clean alt. Not only arc the dangers of air pollution JO froth to
envision. but they seldom affect one directly. I ung cancel. emphysema. and Mimi:hills develop over king pet rods of time.
t than. technological sot:reties ate stihieCt tit greater pollution danger than rural. agricultural cultures. Vet the world fiend is

ttrhoni/e and nidustrialire Man. through technology. has created a world of pollution. tan man Create a %Wild lice of
tilittlifff'

It is a problem faced by all nations. Probably the issue is more serious in the !!tilted States than in any other part of the
world. thus. will he able to explore the situation right in your own community.

OCCUPATIONS

I ilete ale 111.111V oielifiattellS ill the natural tes011teeS area of air, Workers in this area monitor, control, ind study air
pollution and Its canws. he wolk with 'rhino) les and government to lower the levels of pollutants being diseharged Into the
air
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I isted holo die ,t tit' it the loll tides tin the natinal tasrtatcesalei alt. Desei ;pitons of (best occupations can lx round
Ill Section B 1 this elude

Skilled and IL-clinical Posol.iris
An Pollution Control ,Aide
.ii Pollution Ciintiol 1c linician

Pi ,re.o; ,!1.1!

Air Pollin um Control Supervisin

SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The folliiw mg activities are suggested to help you understand better the :tat Mal resource of an and to acquaint you with
art plluon control wi,rk

. Select at least two of the au pollution control occupations in Section U of this guide and study the occupa tii
hods. Write a SUMMir' of the usual duties. characteristics of the job, kialifications, emplo mem piospeets, and
ads anentelit opportunities for each job title. Then put these summaries in a folder.

.. Visit a weather station. Find out what basic weather infOrmation is measured and recorded.
3. Build and put to use a homemade weather station. It is not difficult to construct sonic simple yet effective

equipment Directions ire found in most general science books.
4 Keep a I eet itti or weather conditions. Keep a data sheet and write your observations close to the same tittle each day.

rom A study of barometric changes. clouds, and wind direction. see if you can make a weathei preslictum.
5. Vtsit ari air-umpling Station. Observe the types of sampling devices and meteorological equipment present.

est rot air pollutants. Obtain and weigh a piece of filter paper. Secure the filter paper over the opening of a vacuum
hose which draws in volumes of air. Draw air through the filter paper for five minutes. Weigh the filter paper again.
\ill, any increase in weight or change in color of the paper. Use a magnifying glass to note the different sites. colors.
and shall:. of particles collected on the filter paper.

"7. Repeat Activity ri in different types of weather. Compare the cleanlinevi of the air during clear weather and shortly
after a taut or snow.

S. Repeat Activity 0, but this time place a filter over the tail pipe of a nu-tor vehicle, whik the motor is running.
Compare plants growing near a dusty road with plants of the same .pecies growing farther away from the road.
Observe differences in height. vigor. and color of these plants.

10. Fxamine maps of several community or regional air-samrling networks. Investigate the reasoning behind the
selection or the sampling sites.

11. After you have eormileted several of the suggested activities. discuss the following questions:
a. When on field trips, what did you see air pollution control workers doing? What were their job conditions?
h. How did you feel anont yourself while you were doing the suggested learning activities and while you were

observing air pollution control workers?
c. What personal needs do you feel you could meet by doing this kind of work?

What abilities do you feel you have for doing them: kinds of activities?

FISH

BACKGROUND

Fish and fish products hold a place of great importance in the world markets. Man has included fish in his diet at least as
long as recorded history. It is still one of the main sources of protein for some people of the world.

BeCallS of population growth, there have been more demands for our fish resources. These demands have put many
fishing grounds in danger. Worts are being made to limit the amount of fishing so that there will be enough fish for all. A
secondary problem which accompanies population growth is the pollution from population centers which is compounding an
already serious environmental situation.

The Federal Government, in cooperation with state awncies and private cititen groups, is attempting to regulate and
manage the fish resources to maintain them for future generations.

OCCUPATIONS

Work:rs in the area are COneeriled with the management of fish in streams, lakes. rivers. and ponds. Work may involve
patrolling wateiWays, maintaining fish populations. and controlling disease. Some job titles are lisle below. Descriptions of
these tecupar ions can he f Whi 111 Sectiiitt K of this guide

Skilled and lechnical Positions
Fish Hatchery Worker
Fish Technician

Professional Position
Fish Biologist

11



SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

the fi4lowmit activities will help you become better acquainted with fish. the many workers involved in fish
nunagemcnt, and their work,

I . 1 ake a field trip to one or more of the tAlowing places of interest
a. i ISII ha tither.
h. Fish research station
c. Commercial fishing pond or lake

t. ()bum a map from a fish warden or the state game and fish department and locate the streams, lakes, and hays
which may he used for public fishing.

3. Ammo through the local fish warden to view the stocking of fish in lakes, streams, and ponds.
have :he local fish warden speak to your class.
Stock two or more aquariums with plants and water life. Keep a daily record of the aquarium and its care.

ti. 1°10311: a report on the kinds of fish in local waters. Information may be found in the school library.
7. Attend a meeting of a local tishilig club.
h. After you have completed several of 'hese suggested activities, discuss the following questions;

a. OP field trips, what did you see the workers doing? What were their job conditions?
h. How did you feel about soul -elf w:ule you were doing the suggested learning activities and while you were

observing fish resource workers'?
c What 'seismal needs do you feel you could meet by doing this kind of work?
d. What abilities do you feel you have for doing these kinds of activities?

FORESTRY

BACKGROUND

A finest is a living community of plants, in which trees are the dominant specks. From a distance, the forest appears to
be just big trees. As we come nearer we see other plants medium-sized trees and shrubs. Then, as we enter the forest, we see
many small plants. Some of them are young trees. A few will eventually become giants. Shrubs, vines, herbs, wild flowers, and
MOWS also sprawl over the forest floor.

Time is other life in the forest community- birds sing from the tree tops, frogs peep on the pound, grouse drum on a
fallen log. Some can he seen but not heard a snake slithers for cover, caterpillars devour a leaf. spiders wait on webs that
glisien in the sunshine. Plants and animals compete for living room both above and below the surface of the ground. It is the
joint activity of all the livmg things of the forest, as they live, grow, repro duce. and die. that makes for soil improvement.

he American forests have been very important in the growth and development of our nation. Products from the forest
sheltereil and ted the meman Indian and the early settlers. Forest products were some of the first exports (non the new
world. From those early days to the prevent, our forests have provided many products for home, farm, and industry.

Although many persons in the past have realized the value of our forests. now there is a new growth of appreciation for
this natural resource. Recent efforts by many individuals have renewed growth and production on forested lands. In addition,
much planning and work is necessary to establish and maintain forested recreational areas for people seeking to get away
from hie city and suburban living.

12



OCCUP AT1ONS

orestis workers are concocted with the management of Out forested lands. This includes relitrestation. logzotig. tit
jiht and disease conit,,I. Joh titles lot some occupations in ittfeStt! ale given below Deseliptgois of these

occupiti44n. in ti esti can he found in Section n of this guide.
Skilled and I edimcJI

Foeste ide
Vorest 1 oetut lox!

1'ioiesNI,,i)J1 P0.01 WI!

I or est el

SUCX;ESTED LEA kN1NG AtTIVITIES

I he f44114.wing ao.,ities are suggested to aLtianit ton with forest iesources, and foiestry win kei s and then .soil.
1 ind out what kind tit Ives glow iri out yard at home. in the school yaid. or in some location neat ton ktike a listth
Plepate a poster t each kind 4,1 tree listed in liunihet I.
a. J %Intel anti S1.1111110 ptiltire eJelt
ft a Lill. %ample each

c. a ples+ed led. tioM each
d taint, nut, i seed twin each

1. Describe the rises tor each kind ot wood front the trees found iii stun area.
f. t 4 44.0 tfrtfelerrl kindsoi tinished wiiod to show the giant. C444)1. anal surface.

Collect different kinds to. cones of pines. spruce. firs. etc. Make a wall display from them.
0. lake a walk thrtHigh J forest and look for logs that have been cut. Study:

a. animal rings
1. damage h insects
Incite J fire %%Alden, !.nest range!. or toiestel to talk to the class about his W411 k.

X VIMI .4 tree tam in you; area and find out how mime lit these illanalteMent plaCtiCe% arc earned out.
a stile,: lye online
h nplovment cuffing
e. sire comfitl
d. eats" of trails and r. 'ads
C. th.e3W and insert contiol
t. soil etsision inn of

4. Plash trees on ,44:114 /411 land oT at a playground,

10. setter yani have completed several of the suggested activities, discuss the folloWing questions:
a On tour held trips. what did you see fiwesters doing?
h. How did you feel about yourself while you were doing the suggested learning activities and while you were irb.

setving the 14csters1
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c %%fiat irol.inial needs do ou feel %n owl.' meet I'% doing this kind of will's?
Ii !'tai .ifilllilt' do till feel 01111.11V 101 doing these tonds Ail occupations?

LAND USE PLANNING

RAUKGROe, 'ND

(NI gli'.1111:: population is et.itatt: maim itch s lot tiiiut p)aimets \cw homes. ow:111,11,1g Iiighways. anti
developing Indust! les ill I:41111e sIsatv WI land at ea is a ielitiel lixed iesuice. Hie LA's:MINI' 01 the nili.lti.Ileis Info the
sun Minding Coffin I% side 1. allectiil$ the IalanCe of !Untie. t one !Ink foists. fields. and tallith COVeled the laud. Now toWS
%It hnks: paved st wets. and manutactining plants me 011111111: Into NiW,

he pr.iblern of pits% 'ding oi the growing needs of out e%panding society is one that requites 3 great deal of thought and
planning. Not do we have to ConsIdel the Illpth it holne anti lacti sites. but al*, the effect these have on thi:
It$TOSIS, Nato . air, and sod of the ate:'. aletut planning of III halt areas is necessary It) protect Water supplk.s. piovkle for

and es1J1+11,11 recleathin afeaS. I Ins wtli do much to Inalnialll the balance of nature.
Wise land use planning Is necessai lot the maintenance of Out mums! resources. Planning; commissions can set pi tort( ICS

anti ijNs 11 II1C 11101 III:lettl MC of our ItatttIii les011ties fin the longiange wellheing of 011l evanding
population

iXt'UPAI IONS

1 4 4410 , 4: I flu it evet tittle t.a great need I01 N IN! land use planning. Many itih oppor tunities have develliped f font this
need and include woik In land ilSe phillnine. And totting. Sioine tub titles are listed helow. 1)cm:upturns of these tolls can he
Itturid ff) Seolott l9 tit this euitie

Sk J arid lechnttal
Plantain: %II.
Planning 1 echincian
/oiling 1 echnician

fb.itt PIJImet
tisliff,4 111.p:chic

SUGGESTED LEARNING .ACTIVITIES

I he iollowing Ale. ate stiggL-sted to help oil heLoine the many activities l %of kei IIIVIVed in
OW planning ant' ft Mill.,"

I Se.-ore !tom 11:e Stn' oti.o%Jti.111 WA, Jui land use map lin you! ;flea Stud, ilit.se maps mitt the
c uinmisflitt tot !et% oftintend31 tolls.

ctipt oi Ilic itical inning laws or regulations and become acquainted with their provisions.
3. Artairge for .t talk tune or sever-11 iii the following: cif: planning engineer. landscape atchited. chief planno. in a

regional plaimei Some suggested topics are: problems of a growing community. the ideal city. comiving ttur
tiannal of italtpor Litton ptohlems of a illy.
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4. Se J milinlinl phlelli mid 11 oin several alternative solutions lot mesentatton to the Class. !lase the class
tun recltillielidattns.

111VC the class Olg :011ie 11114 4:11 departments and design a model city. each depatiment being responstle lot the
planning. Filch student group should meet with the community's comparable group tilt realistic plobles and
intoinution,
t o13i1, olinimi% the., 31 !Him!! 110%A Under Way and talk with 0111C1J11 011 plans and
problems

7. Ai ter f on have completed sevei al of the suggested activities. discuss the questions:
a. When you were on field nips, what dtd you see land use planners and toners doing? What welt then lob

conditions?
h flow did ou !eel about yoursell while you were doing the su tested learning activities and while Orr were

obsen m og land use planner; and tuners'
What per mmal needs do you feel :.011 could meet by doing this kind of work?

d. What abilities do you te:l you have for doing these kinds of activities?

MINERALS AND MINERAL FUELS

BACKGROUND

&meat!, the hued lee the minerals on which out CA1111:111011 depends sand, pa d. and stone tot building: phosphates and
potash for !veldt/1w croplands: non or tot nuking steel: fuels for heat and power:aml Many other essential raw materials.

our minerals and MinCal fuels nonrenewabl resources. \alie does nut replace them. In some cases such as oral
and oil, replaces them so slowly that they do not become available for man's use. Even thought deposits of minerals
and mineral fuels are enonnus. they still are limited and will be used up. We are using these irreplaceable resources at tapid
rates 1 here are owl greater numbers of us to feed and to clothe, to transport. house. and keep warm.

Some people are empliled in positions to help conserve and !mwl' out these limited resources. :11Avy eormage their
wise and of ficient use lot the benefit of al! out people,

OCCUPATIONS

Wed hell AV ire Noille 1 rite lob titles in the atel or minerals am. I mmeral fuels. Workers in this area are etiliCelited with
all m,ntttg practices and land reclamation prceduies. Descriptions of these occupations ale located in Section It ol this guide.

and I ch! Positions
Open Pit Mine timservatitill Cellinctan
Mining Area Restoration 1 eclimcnin
Oil and Gjh Inp4.141

Pei itleinn 4 vith1:151

SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I he following activities aft' '.1,Kiteitted lit help you understand our nonrenewab natural resources better. the workers.
who Ire tees them. and Their wink.
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I %Ad, tour Non %tilt see that thet ate made tip ot trait \Vats 411 UAW; f.,4 %vim 1% the shape tit the
:it mad,'
Silt Is J 1111114:131 1 1,,,k it table salt under :1 kind lens. What is the shape tit a salt :I\ star ilow Is Nall used in stint
lome"
14.':k. Made .'t Millet:II st.ds Sotne t.lcks in: nude tip (it 'Ile Mittel 6ItheIS J' made up tit several

.1111,w:,1 1t ro, of lock,

%like tout oKII ct% Oats
a 1 hss,41%i pit% del ei alum in hot hate: thitug watet to boiling point. tutu 4111 heat, add alum slowly).
1 Suspend I siting in the %.11VI and Set aside to cool.

%ric the eistals
It what mato) tat is out sdnuillimise itiade.! II tt is made ill' stone. look at it catelull. Is it like the salt in alum

Lit %Isis'
tot to .:h(101 01 local lihiat and Inid itomation till Ltude oil.
.1 !lot. did oil conk, to Iv in the locks!
I'. %%hit tt pc tit toek sields retioleunt'

%%ha is the ielationship het% cell old seas that 4:meted the state. plants and annuals that lived then. and
pen

%.1si at: o1 (WM, i Intl 4/111 N11.11 re of lock Is 111,0\. It' \tr1d oil Nhat e((nset vat ton meastnes ale ittaitnt ptaetieed
the oil held IA (II kin s'

s %lats. a oillecnon 11 locks. coal. or pettoletim pioduets.
e) Inter 104 111111t!rs and fiave them 4.11 41u about ignisefiration mail lees en11116)'ed in underground mines.

In. Like a Ii.1.1 ti ip to J 'atm itimg otx.ratit n. observe einiseit anon ineasttio heing taken is there a mine drainage
tieatment tacilitt Whit intuit,. use will be mite of this landl

I I liter you hate :ompleted sew:al iii thew stiegesteil:i. twines. lisetiss the ions:

%hell ill' Siete 111 / ICH 111P', WW1 did .111 See the U1/kelS 141111g.! 117ir1 thew !hen lob contlitionsl

h !lw did oti !eel about ouis..11 while ou wen.. doing the stiggesi.ed teaming actinWs and wink von were
obseit Inc N414 kei

Wiut rets4111J1 needs do \ on IL'L'S VIM :mild meet by doing this kind or wink?
Si that abilities do tliti reel have tort doing these kinds t activities!

4

RANGE

II.V.AGROUND

I al ea. ,: the vs esael n t.!te. that ate 1.'.' olugh. 4114 Jfitl 14o giow clops. cart he Valliabk as IniestoCk pasture tin
tIntiteit sal I 11031111 rope, management Id this land and by contiolling the amount and kind tit graintg, the value of this

11.11111.11 ts41111.i 4:Ji: he Int:leilsCd.

Softie 1111 long Jhotli the 111slise of the giaiing kinds 01 the buttalo. elk. wilt. &beep, and other
k 'it hogranng .,t the .).stir'} the native cover. Cover crops Lit grasses and shrubs help to prevent
eiosion h Ind and wale/ I he tinge worlset t. concerned about rieventing range and forest tire and etintrolling disease and
pi mous plants. 1 here alsII the r,Ilth:111S 01 maintaining roads. It ;ids, waiet boles. and salt stations.

he t ist mei% int .itt ed in management it the rangeland. as well as the vatiabk weather and elevation factors. increase the
pisiblems tot rei.m, onphiyed in this challenging and interesting wink. Rewards fin those who like to work in the rugged
tut it Pot !It., tt Iti: mount:tin %wws. It esh art. and the many related outdoor activities close at hand.



OCCUPA1 !DNS

Workers in tins Tiat Ural iesinirCe area ale concerned with the conservation and use of out rangelands. Work includes range
management. pest control. and maintenance of animal and plant lite. Some job titles are listed below. Descriptions of these
occupations can he found in Section B of this guide.

Skilled and 1 echnical Positions
Range .ide
Range Technician

Prof:ssional Position
Range NIunaito

SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The following activities are suggested to help you become acquainted with rangelands, the workers who manage them,
and their work.

I . Contact your State Department of Agriculture for information on rangeland locations and persons in charge.
2. Prepare reports on rangeland in your state. containing the following information:

I. Name of the person or persons in charge
h. Mailing address
e. Number of acres managed

d. types of livestock using the range
e. Number of persons employed and job titles.
1. The major problems in each area
g. Predominant type of native or improved varieties of plants
h. Kinds of improvements on the sites such as water holes, salt stations. shelters, trails, and roads

3. Prepare a list of recommended practices for rangeland improvements.
4. Prepare a report on poisonous plants using color pictures or slides and written descriptions, along with control

procedures.
Invite a range manager or conservationist to speak to your class on the topic of job opportunities in rangeland work.

. Plan a field trip to a rangeland office, field station, or rangeland pasture.
Plan a meeting with a farmer to discuss plans for using rangeland for pasture.

K. Report on special problems which came to light as a result of field trips. interviews, or meetings with range officers
or farmers including the following:
a. Competition between livestock growers

h. Problems with wildlife
c. Erosion or pollution problems
d. Disease or insect control
c. Difficulty with ran eland laws
1. Weather problems
g. Fire control problems
h. Any other

L). Prepare a list of plant cover using the following three categories:
a. "I)ecreasers"
b. "Increasers"
c. "Invaders"

10. Set up a range judging contest and have the class members compete.
11. After you have completed several of the suggested activities, discuss the following questions:

a. When you were on field trips, what did you see the range workers doing? What were their job conditions?
h. Now did you feel about yourself while yt a were doing the suggested learning activities and while you were

observing this kind of work?
What personal needs do you feel you could meet by doing this kind of work?

d. What abilities do you feel you have for doing these kinds of activities?

RECREATION

BACKGROUND

Today, more than ever, Americans have the time and money to use recreation facilities. Those living in urban and

suburban areas often plan visits to private and public parks where they can enjoy the peace and beauty of nature.
People have more free time today because of earlier retirement and shorter working hours. Due to the extra time on their

hands. they swamp the recreational facilities to their limit. The young and old want a chance to see the U.S.A. from a
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camper, a flatlet. of a moot bike. People want to the camping. take hikes. visit hit:toile sites, and eploie wilderness areas.
I he also :11I to ye! .%:1% litchi the congested. noisy. and often polluted city.

OCCUPATIONS

Uorkeis in this area ate concerned with the propel use of our natural reSOUreeS fin human recreational activities. They
ale involved in developing and maintaining parks and campgrounds, guiding hunters. and patrolling land and waterways. Some
rob titles are listed below. Desetiptions of these occupations can be found in Section B of this guide.

Skilled and 1. echnical Positions
Park Foteman
Campgrinind Caretaker
!fuing and ishing Guide

Plinesskinal Pi Ion
Park Naturalist

SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

the Jet Mile% are suggested to help .oti become acquainted with outdoor recreation activities. and the workers
and their work.

I. %lake a 1111VeV of the Otridlhit recreation facilities in your community.
`. Prepare a report on each of the facilities in item one and include the following:

a. Activities available
h. The number of part-time and full-time people employed
c. I he kinds of jobs the people in part b" do
d. /wneiship ttl the business and its OrganiZation or structure

3. Select several of the facilities and plan field trips to see their operation.
4. Secure bulletins from the U.S. Government printing office on private and government recreational areas and prepare

or dd to the school file of these materials.
5. Invite a representative II om the "AAA of a travel agency to talk to the class on recreation opportunities.
b. Ask the manager of the local Bureau of Employment Security to send or bring to the school a list of job openings in

the Meh recreatit in in your state
7. Investipte the possible recreation faeiliiieS that could he developed or improved in the Ina area and prepare a

report.
K. have the class select the best report from item 7 and develop the idea for presentation to the local recreation hoard

or authority for ftlfrIler action.
9. Invite a member of a camping trailer organimt ion to talk with the class on camping vacations.

10. After you have completed several of the suggested activities, discuss the following questions:
a. While you were on field trips, what did you see outdoor recreation workers doing? What were their working

conditions?
h how did you feel about yourself while you were doing the suggested learning activities and while you were

observing outdoor recreation workers?
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c, What petunial needs do teel you could meet by doing this kind of woik?
d. What altdit les do <on reel ou have tot doing these kinds of activities?

SOIL

BACKGROUND

Soil t, the pact ul the earth', sin 1.1.'e that Noppot t&, plant glow meal soil is made up or !ince 14eis -botiions".
topsail, suilsod. anti patent mawitat. Iii the course in soil development, plant and animal remains aeeunuilatt' In the surface

Man has usually taken soil for granted. Early eivilitatknis of the Middle East, North Africa. and China flourished as long
as t he Lid an abundance of productive soil, at when the soil was destroyed by overuse and erosion these early civilizations
declined.

When the earls settler in tins country found that the land became less productive with use, he pushed westward where
the open prairies provided a soil that produced bigger and better crops. As these lands became more densely populated and
the farms smaller, he moved still farther west.

Most of the arable land in the United States is now being used. Some of it nerds better use and protection with soil and
water conservation praeticeslother land will he used more mtensel as the increasing population demands more products.

Sod is a basic natural resource that must be maintained and used wisely to give the greatest benefit to all who depend
upon it for food. clothing, shelter, and the many other things that add to the joy and wmfort of living.

OCCUPATIONS

Federal and state government agencies sponsor programs to help land managers to plan and carry out soil conservation
practices. Some private businesses and industries hire soil conservation workers. Some of these occupation titres are listed
below. Complete descriptions can he found in Section h of this guide.

Skilled and Technical Positions
Soil Conservation Aide
Soil Conservation Technician

Professional Positions
Soil Consvrvat Kunst
Sod Scientist

SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The following activities are suggested to help you learn aboht soils, the workers who help protect our soils, and their
k.wur

I. Obtain information from the Soil Conservation office or school library on Land Capability Classes and prepare a
written report on this Topic.

2. Visit two farms in the local area:
a. Pile not using good conservation practices (in the teachers judgment)
h. One following good conservation practices
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Select a hcal strealli and observe the %valet condition. volume. color. ere.
.1 1 )ut uh: mil weather conditions
h. 1-ollownig j heav ram

4. Check a sample of water from a local stt earn under different flow conditions tot the amount of sed mein.
:Arrange with the Soil Conservation office to We and discuss several soil profiles.
t 'Alec! .ample.ievetal tct wat soils in the local area and prepare a written desetiption of each,

Jass Inaki including soli samples. pietines. piofiles, parent materials.
....imposition. 'notions. soil tests. etc.. and display their work in a public place .

s I he teacher should encoutage students to speak at clubs, PTA's. church groups. school assemblies. etc.. about the
need tor $liset Vatit

. I UV: S!tidetilS nuke individual surveys of serious erosion prohkms and prepare a class repoit. Select several hest
reports for publicathill in the local news media.

It/. Atte! ou has e ctimpleted several of the suggested activities. discuss the following questions:
a. When on field trill.. WWI did you mt.,: soil L'onSCINatiOn workers doing? What were their job conditions?
b How did you feel about yourself wink you were doing the suggested learning activities and wink you were

observing sod wikels4
c. What personal needs do on feel you could meet by doinglitis kind of work?
d What ahilitie,, do you reel vou have for doing these kinds of activities?

WATER

HACkCROU NO

i here h ror::: or file !hat cati live without wale! Therefore. the conservation of this natural res.uiree has become a
veil cncetn tin Mali all over the world.

`ante itoes tenets oui water suppl through natural means lain, hail. sleet, and snow. However. Wiwi' watts supplies
ale misused, wa.teil. or polluted. it can become a very expensive process to tesiorc water or obtain new supplies

'4114.41 people Ilse close together its cities, local supplies of good water run out. This requires expensive systems }II In tug
water Iron; tat awa tutees to meet the needs of the people. The used water, called sewage, must then be treated b equally
experr.b.t. treatment plarit. before the water is ft.111111ed to the rivers and streams.

%ate! and wa,t; ir:attlient plants are needed for people and for industry and taints. It is also important to have clean
water tot rut tses such as swimming. boating. and fishing.

ow population glows. the needs for clean water will increase. The needs for treatment faeilities fin wastewater will
met

OCCUPATIONS

Demands for Jean water and the need for treating waste water will continue to increase. Streams, rivers. and lakes that
are alrea4 polluted must he cleaned. Many opportunities for employment exist in the area of water resources management.
Some nth titles are listed below. Descriptions of these occupations can he found in Section Ii of this guide.

Skilled and technical PoiLions
Wale! Well Inspector
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%ate' I !aunt fit Plant l et:lune:ran

%%Joey% atei I wat moo Plant I echnician
Water Resolos-c nsesticatot

Piotessional Positions
Hs diologist

/ceane apt ler

SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I he teillow me densities ale suggested to help Vttti beeiMie hater jeqUai Med with11 the natural resource tot water. the
workers who nreitect it, ..md their mirk.

1 t sing sources in the school tit communit library, find the average rainfall for the local area over the last 5 years.
Plan a class field trip it si,veral of the tllowing:
a. Water treatment station
h Sewage treatment plant
c. Water teat:Atoll area to :I park
d. Water storage faellny

%Valet testing laboratory
f. 1.ar where crops are irrigated
Prepare a map of the area and locate the following facilities:
J. %Valet ieservoirs, storage facilities, wells, etc.
h. Main water Imes

Treatment stations
.1. Wastewater treatment plants

demand Witter tiseIS
.4. Construct a ram or snow gauge and record the amount of precipitation for one se.hool year. Pans May be hiund in

you, Noence textbook.
5. Make a Cc,mmunit survi* of polluted ponds, lakes, streams, and dams. Locate the sources of pollution and prepare

a news release of the class findings.
Italie a local plumber talk to the class about common water-wasting practices in the home. Demonstrate to the clam
how e:ertain minor repairs can he made in the home to save water. Suggest that some students talk with parents
about these water-saving practices_
Visit a oiral home that has its own water supply and septic tank system. Talk with the owner about its operation and
Ole tool and had points.

s. Invite the iocal sod coniervanoti leCIMICUni to talk with the class about county-Wide water conservation praetiees.
I 'rge individual class members to visit the conservation office for individual projects or special intefegS.
Check with the local newspaper of communoy library for reports of the latest flood in this county. A student should
make tins report to the class.

10. Have a student contact the local water authority to learn the amount of water consumed annually by this

II. After you have completed several of these suggested activities, discuss the following questions:
a. When on were on field trips, what did voti see the workers doing? What were their job conditions?
ii lleiw did you feel :,bout yourself while you were doing the suggested learning activities and while you were

iebseiv me the water resenirce workers?
What personal needs do you feel you could meet by dieing this kind of work?

d. What abilities do you feel you have for doing these kinds of activities?

WILDLIFE

BACKGROUND

Fatly settlets of this country depended on mammals, birds, and either wild things for food and Ihdelihood. Today, these
wild animals are primarily a recreational resource. Even so, the total value of the game harvest in terms of food, hide. and
pelts contributes significantly to the national economy. Hunters and fishermen spend more than S3 billion annually in pursuit

then sports. Many additional billions are spent by tiro ;e who use dean water and open country for other recreational

act! itic,
Millions cif Americans hunt each year, and their numbers are increasing at a faster rate than the national population.

tithers eruoy bird watching. wildlife photography. and other forms of nature study.
This public interest makes greater demands upon stocks of wildlife_ At the same time, animals arc being crowded out of

then living areas by urban growth, expanding industrial areas, dredging of shorelines and rivers, pollution 01 streams and
estuaries. and draining of marshes. The problem is to preserve or increase the numbers of wildlife. In the face of air expanding
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economy, there is link room for wild things to survive. We need to plan ahead. We arc moving quickly into a period of
sharper coowtition len valet and living space.

OCCUPATIONS

Wildlife employees arc concethed with the conservation of wildlife. They care tOr the animals and birds, protect them,
and maintain their populations. Some job titles are listed below. Descriptions of these occupations can he found in Section 11
of this guide.

Skilled and Technical Positions
Game Propagator
Game Warden
Wildlife Technician

Prittessional Position
Biologist

SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

he following learning activities arc suggested to help stikknts understand better our natural resources in the wildlife
area and to become more aware of the people who are employed in this work.

1. Using ilic state and national publications available, prepare a report on the k"irds and animals native to the local area:
a. Obtain a picture of each
b. Describe its natural food
c. Describe its typical shelter
d. Become acquainted with loeal or federal laws concerning season, limits, and tither requirements for harvesting

and control
1 Contact the local game warden or game propagator and arrange for him to visit your classrtiom or for you to visit his

office to become better acquainted with his work.
3. It there are game farms in the area. arrange for a visit either individually or with other interested classmates.
4. Using publications or plans recommended by the game warden. build bird and animal feeders and place them at

suggested kicat ions in the area. keep records on kind and amount of feed material used.
5. Make plaster casts of animal or bird tracks. Refer to publications on wildlife.

Build bird houses on school property or at home.
7. Get to know the local sportsmen groups and ask their officers for information about their goals and pwposes.
K. ('heck the school library for books, magazines or other publication!: on wildlife.
(P. Talk with the school guidance counselor about opportunities and training schools available.

10. Visit two local farms, one where the owner permits hunters to use the property and one where he does not:and get
the farmers' points of views on wildlife management.

I I . Utter you have completed several of the suggested activities, discuss the following questions:
a. When you were on field trips, what did you see wildlife workers doing? What were their job conditions?
h. flow did you feel about yourself while you were doing the suggested learning activities and while you were

oliser..ing wildlife workers?
c. What personal needs do you feel you could meet by doing this kind of work?
d. 14 hat abilities do you feel you have for doing these kinds of activities?
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Chapter III

PREPARING FOR NATURAL RESOURCES JOBS

SUGGESTED STUDENT PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

After completing Uhapter ltl, you can:
I. List the educational .7 yortunities available in your high school and area vocational school which will enable you to

prepare for an occupatit n in the natural resources.
Describe how knowledgs and skills acquired in different subject matter areas are applied in several different
occupations.

3. List the kinds of natural resources educational opportunities available to you after you complete high school, the
nature and purpose ()leach. and the possible outcomes of each in terms of occupations.

4. Outline a plan of appropriate high stilt's)l course work and occupational work experience to prepare you for your
vocational preference.

PLANNING THE PREPARATIONAL PROGRAM

You should begin preparing for a career in the natural resources while you are in junior high school. This may be done by
planning and selecting the right c gusts for attaining your career goal. If you plan to go directly to work or enter a 2-year
technical training program, then you should plan to take vocational courses which will prepare you for a skilled job. On the
other hand, if you plan to go to a 4-year college, then take academic (college preparatory) courses to qualify for admission to
a school of your choice, together with as many appropriate vocational courses as possible.

HIGH SCHOOL

Discus.% your plans with youi counselor and teachers. They may help you in choosing courses which will be beneficial
ake ettUfse% which will prepare you for your career goal.

Many high school vocational courses include work experience as a part of the program. You may attend classes in the
morning and work in the afternoon. The work experience is performed in an approved business which relates to your field of

study . In other programs. you may attend classes for 50( months, then work for six months.

5pat.,c_c
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l'aincipation iii a toutti gioup such as the future Farmers of Anivi Ica II TA). will give you 011110111111111e% to develop
leadership.. titelidgip. And coopeia!kiii_ I" I' A activities encout age membets to learli 111110 actUal owintenie. As a menthe,.
vou will learn to conduct and take tuft in public meetings. to speak III !IONIA% and to asSUlite iespnsibility.

You May he able to obtain a pal t-time ',unmet job in the HAMA feSLifees while you are in high school. MS Is an
excellent .Iy to help you to reach a 63,11eliNon YOUt career and to prepare you for a 11111-11111 Oahe! graduation.

EDUCATION BEYOND IIIGH SCHOOL

I here are many area tattilflal schools and 2.-year technical schools throughout the United States wind! Met continuing
education. Sonic of them award aSsoeute degrees.

N jobs change and times change. )u will need to keep up to date. You ma) decide to continue your education at one
01 these schools v that )ou may work at a more responsible level. and probably at a higher salary.

You also have the option of pursuing a 4-year 13.5. degree program either directly atter high school graduation or as
transfer student twin a 2-year program. Future plaits may include continuing on to graduate degree programs. Which plan
s ou follow depends on your abilities and interests, what kind of job you want. and requirements for tilling the ih.

OUT-OF-SCHOOL TRAINING

On.the.joh work experience is an excellent way of preparing for a natural resources job. The best way to learn something
is hy doing it. In other words. a teacher can explain how to do something, but you may not fully understand it until you
actually do the work.

tin.tlielnb %yolk experience will give sots a realistic impression of an occupation. It will help you to understand your
if olirn.. "tile will tits,ONCT VillettiCf %t.0 ilLC the kind of work you plan to enter.

In many iliShinCe1, an employer will consider a year of work experience an important factor when he hires new workers,
lrl apprentio hip is one form of out-of-school. on-the-lob training. An employer may wish to hire an individual as an

Jppientk.e. lie then trains the apprentice !ter a painctilar job or jobs. The employer and employee have an agreement,
guaranteeing that the employee will he formally trained in a supervised work experience program,

As the apprentice progiews. he trained in many complex processes, skills. and tasks. At all times. he is closely
supervised by qualitied workers sometimes called journeymen. lie is instructed in the theoretical and technical aspects of his
work. The apprentice receives wage increases throughout his training until lie becomes a journeyman and qualified for full
salary privileges.
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Mane bustness, and industries offer on-the-job training ptogiams to prepare their new employees. Thew work

experience progra,ns are veiy helpful to the person who has completed a lot of course work M WNW, and now must apply his

knowledge to pra:tical work.
her:U.1110n 11 a natural resources carrot should begin while you ate in junior high school. This includes the selection of

appiorniate high shoot CoillSes and obtaining on-the-joh wink experienee. As you thmk about the }attire. JIM:LISS 'eIllt plans

and goals v, tti, s r+ur parents. counselor. and teachers. Their advice should be helpful in guiding you.

SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

V111! the Jtra vocational sehool and find toto what courses are tittered in agribusiness and natural resources

educatt,,si.
mien lot t1w MO school teacltertsf of apiculture and become acquainted with the apiculture &pal tment's

I t ti las ni
it the kinds of eillp.oyment and educational opportunities available to you alter you complete high school.

iormai education Ater high school, write to post secondary technical schools or colleges

plogi.ens the natural iesources and request a copy ol then catalogs. if you plan to continue out

education beyond high shoot. INC these catalogs as guides, and determine the entrance requirements to the post
iTIOMILI1111% or CollegCs tit your choice. Plan your high school COLITSte* of study to meet these admission

fltiiIettlenth
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SELECTED NATURAL RESOURCES
OCCUPATIONAL BRIEFS
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OCCUPATIONS IN AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AIDE

USUAL DUTIES

The Air Pollution Contiol Aide wives as a helper to higher level employees, Many duties are learned by doing routine
Ass ss 'stance 1 linen to in loth such .1%. anal%/mg at: pollutants. checking air sampling equipment, keeping daily

records, and fixing things. The Air Pollution Control Aide loads, unloads. and moves equipment: unpacks and stores
equipment; collects. cleans, and distributes laboratiny glassware; and keeps working areas neat and dean,

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

lite Air Pollution Control Aide works under close supervision. Through training, observation, and practice. the aide
develops an understanding of the job. This person must he able to perform routine tasks, follow directions, follow safety
precautions, and work with others, Work may be in a laboratory, or outdoors,

QUALIFICATIONS

A high school diploma is essential, including a background in basic mathematics, reading, and speaking.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

The job outlook for the new and emerging occupation, Air Pollution Control Aide, looks good. Many aides will be
needed to assist technicians in their work. Many new programs in pollution control are developing.

Air Pollution Control Aides may be employed by the large agencies of the federal government. Large numbers of aides
are employed by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Aides also are employed by the Public health Service of the
U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the U.S.
Department of Commerce. BEST art AVAILABLE

-L-= Ail IP
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Air Pollution Control Aide adjusting controls an exhaust
monitoring equipment under the diecdon of his supervisor.
Courtesy Perm syhunin Department of Enviromnontsi
RISOUreet.



Air Pollution Control Aides Inas find employment at the state level with agencies such as the Department of
Environmental Pi otect RM. Depar t mem of 1...nvuoilmetit al Resources, in Department of !kalif'.

Employment opportunities also exist with many county or municipal governments because of increasing problems with
air pollution hum motor vehicles, industries, power plants. and high density urban population.

In the tutu's., thew should he more mnployment opportunities for Air Pollution Control Aides with Susinesses and
II that plodue equipment to t. Jit (/41111111)11 AIM illetiNt le% ire now emploing it)
Operate. maintain. and repair their ;III pollution cowl ol equipment.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

%kith additional on-the-job expciisnce of post high school education, the Air Pollution Control Aide may advance to Air
Pollution Control Technician or other positions tel greater responsibility.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL TECHNICIAN

USUAL I)UTIES

The Air Pollution Control Technician is trained to inspect industrial sites and enforce air pollution control laws. The
technicians install, operate, calibrate, maintain, and repair air sampling equipment. Techniciansmay conduct smokctack
sampling tests, gather data for sower and emission tests, and conduct standardized analyses of air pollutants. The job also
includes record-keeping, drawing &arts, and making graphs of data obtained from air sampling equipment, meteorologic3!
equipment, and laboratory analyses. Other duties include assisting higher4evel staff in conducting complex tests, preparing
oral and written reports of activities, and assisting lower level employees. The job also incladsm maintaining an effective
relationship with representatives of public and private agencies. The Air Pollution Control Technician may attend air
pollution control hearings to present data and may be ea as a witness in court cases.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

The Air Pollution Control Technician periodically uses air sampling devices in special areas to analyze the are quality. In
pertOrming some of the duties of the job. the technician uses methods described in equipment operating manuals, technical
reports and journals, and in documents prepared by professional societies. The Air Pollution Control Technician works in the
field as well as in a laboratory Warp( is done with people from the government, industry, and the general public.

Sm. - s

""g, f
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An Air Polludon Control Technician collecting And recorft-
data. Courtesy Pennsylvania Department of Entry
Resources.
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QUALIFICATIONS

1 tie Au cittititit I esilincian must haw a 2 -year associate degree in air pollution isnitrl in a !elated field, or
three ).cars 01 elyerience m air pollution control or a related eMerrolinkntal program. Good health is necessary tin field
avognments..r. well as senility and interest 1,, mathematics. Lin:mist; y. and physics. Problem-solving skills are essential.

the Ai! Pollution Control lechincian will aline in direct Contact with people teptesenting Various interests. Theiefore.
vs. I ii must be alte to communicate etteet is"1% Ami ssoilk well with intim

EMPIAWMENT PROSPECTS

I he empkl,ment of technicians. One of the fastest growing occupational groups, is expected to continue expanding. 1 he
seriousness of environmenial problems has caused goveient Jona:it's and industry to start programs ai ever-increasing rates,
making the futute in au pollution control very promismg.

Alf P1)1111110i1 ('OMM! Technicians may be employed by the large agencies of the federal government. large numbers of
technicians ate employed by the environmental Protection Agency (ITA). Technicians also are employed by the Public
Health Service of the L.S.! Department of Health. Education. and Welfare, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration of the I).S. Department of Commerce.

Ail Poi lulus,' Control Technicians may find employment at the state level with agencies such as the Department of
ltivirimental Proteetin. Department of Environmental Resources, or Department of Health.

1mployment opportunities also exist with many county or municipal governments because of increasing problems with
an pollution horn 12ttOt vehicles. industries. power plants, and high density urban population.

In the future. there should be more employment opportunities for Air Pollution Control Technicians with businesses and
industries that produce equipment to control an pollution. Also. industries are now employing air pollution personnel

operate. maintain, and repeir their an pollution control equipment.

OPPORTUNITIFS FOR ADVANCEMENT

Au Pollution Control Technicians May AVanir to hit lwr positions after performing satisfactory work for a number of
year:, A B.S. degree at a college or university is necessary to qualify for the more advanced positions. such as Air Quality
Cintrller. Sanitarian, or Air Pollution Control Supervisco.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL SUPERVISOR

USUAL DUTIES

The Main itch of the Au Pollution 'ontrol Supervisor is to plan a major segment of an air pollution control program. This
involves supervising the operation of air monitoring equipment and reviewing requests fur construction and operating permits.
The SUpeivistf also is respimsible for investigating complaints. inspecting buildings and equipment, and conducting surveys
and special studies. The supervisor also recommends new and better laws and regulations. This individual may appear in court
to giv. evidence in legal violations, Or speak to public and private groups to give general information or advice.

The Au Pollution Control Supervisor is responsible fur those winking under him,. and is in charge of recruiting new

employees and to-gam/nig training programs.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

the Air Pollution Control Supervisor has a lot of responsibility. The job involves a variety experiences visiting
industrial sites. attending lectures, or tesnlying in court hearings. Much of the work is dune in an office. The chief
r'sponsihihty is supervising others, and keeping up-to-date eln the progress of their work.

QUALIFICATIONS

The Au Pontoon Control StitteiVI!Afl must have a degree from a 4-year accredited college or UniVOSity plus at least three
years of prtifessional experience in an environmental program.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

This is a lob of great responsibility. The candidate tor this position must have an excellent record of past work, including
administrative ability. excellent public relations, and considerable knowledge and experience in this field.

Au Pollution control Supervlsors may he employed by the large agencies of the federal government. Many supervisors are
emplovrtl by the Enviiiinmental Protection Agency (EPA) Supervisors also are employed by the Public health Service of the
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Li S. Department of Wahl). l-dwation. and %eltare. and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the U.S.
Department of. Commet

Air Pollution Control Superviuns may Lind employment at the state level %kith atleniie4 such :it the Vepartment of
Environmental PrOteCtitirl, I terra/ tment of Envitoninental ReliOUteCS, or Department of Health.
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An Mr Pollution Control Suptrvisor conducting a public hearing on environ-
mental regubtions. Cotwtesy Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Resources.
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Employment opportunities also exist with many county or municipal governments because of increasing problems with
air pollution from mvtor vehicles. industries. power plants, and high density urban population.

Iro the future. there should he more employment oppintunities for Air Pollution Control Supervisors with industries that
produce equipment to control air pollution.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Air Pollution Contiol Supervisor may advance to a higher level administrative position. Requirements for these
positions usually include several years of experience in the field of air pollution control and often a graduate degree.
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OCCUPATIONS RELATED TO FISH

FISH HATCHERY WORKER

USUAL DUTIES

The h SI) 1latchety %orket, under the direction of a Fisheries Scientist, cares for the fish while they arc at the hatchery

until they arc released in a pond, lake, or stream.
hie the main jobs of the Fish Ha tchet W,,tkei is the ptepatation of I he hatchery tanks for spawning. This includes

cleaning the tanks by draining out the water, removing the muck and debris, and scrubbing the tank. Other duties involve
overseeing the treatment of the spawn, caring for and feeding small fish, regulating the temperature of the indoor tanks, and

sorting the fish according to site, color, and species. When the fish grow large enough, the Fish Hatchery Worker transfers
them to outside tanks.

the Fish Hatcher!, Worker sees that all tanks are properly maintained and that the fish are fed the proper diet.
The Fish Hatchery Worker operates and maintains hatchery equipment and facilities. This includes the pumps, seines,

aerators, mowers, trucks, ponds, tanks, dams, and raceways.
The Fish Hatchery Worker counts and sorts fish species to he delivered to farm ponds, lakes, streams, or rivers. This

individual also loads and transports the fish to designated sites and then releases them.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work is fdariyely steady throughout the year, but may vary somewhat according to the season. Work is performed both
indoors and outdoors. There is usually a fishy odor around the hatchery but a worker soon becomes used to it.

QUALIFICATIONS

A high school education is preferred. A deep interest in fish, wildlife, and outdoor living is desirable. Such courses as
mathematics. biology, chemistry. general science, Fnglish, and argiculture may be helpful.

oft I 1ST COPY AVAILABLE
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A Fish Hatchery Worker feed fish. Courtesy
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
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A worker may have to pass a civil service examination if employment is sought with a state or federal fish and wildlife
agency. Part-time summer employment will provide valuable experience and later may lead to full time employment.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Prospects look fairly good for
demand for individuals in this field.

the future. The increasing popularity of recreational fishing will result in an increased

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Fish Hatchery Worker may advance to the position of Fish Hatchery Manager after several years of satisfactory work
performance. Further education may he necessary for this advancement.

FISHERIES TECHNICIAN

USUAL DUTIES

The Fisheries Technician assists the Fisheries Scientist in fish studies and management. These studies include fish
nutrition, behavior, and reproduction. Fisheries Technician personnel capture fish for studies, marking, and transfer from one
area to another, and record information such as age, size, and stomach contents of fish. Daily and seasonal movements and
feeding habits of fish populations are also studied.

The Fisheries rethnician assists in the management of fish and shell fish populations by collecting and organizing
fisheries resouices data and preparing reports of findings for the Fisheries Scientist.

CHARACTERISTIC. OF THE JOB

Work is steady throughout the year. The work week varies according to the seasonal work being done. Work usually is
outdoors, in all climatic conditions.

QUALIFICATIONS

A Fisheries Technician should have an associate degree in fish management or a related field, or the equivalent in work
experience. This individual must be able to write reports and interpret field notes. Because most work is outdoors and may
require carrying equipment, good physical condition is a requirement.

The applicant may have to pass a civil service entrance examination if employment is sought with a state or federal
agency. Part-time summer employment will provide valuable experience and later may lead to full-time employment.
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EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Employment prospects are good tor the future. Opportunities fOr employment exist in federal and state government
agencies, educational institutions, and private organizations and industries.

Some federal agencies that employ technicians are: Bureau of Commeicial Fisheries. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife. Army Corps of Fngineers. Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. Forest Service, National Park Service. Public Health
Service, Soil Conservation Service, and the Environmental Protection Agency.

State governments are the laigest employeis of WWI tes 1 cclhiitcialrs. l hese positions MO tatealt'd in slate consmajoi
agencies such as the Pep:hi:tient of Natural Resources. Derailment of Fish and Game. Department of hiviinmental
Resources. lkpartment of Parks and Recreation, and Depai intent of Agriculture.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

the Fisheries 'technician may advance to the of Fisheries Scientist after several years of satisfactory work
performance and further education.

FISHERIES SCIENTIST

USUAL [)!TIES

The Fisheries Scientist studies fish Aild their habitat. When changes in fish growth rates and population are noted, this
individual uses scientific methods to determine reasons for the changes.

11w Fisheries Scientist looks for ways to improve fishing. By studying fishing pressure and fish harvests. the scientist tries
to determine if mure fish should be stocked in Cethit: areas. Effects of stream pollution on age, growth. and feeding habits of
various fish species are also studied.

The Fisheries Scientist collects, identifies, and preserves fish specimens. Other duties include the preparation of reports
and articles for hooks and magazines. and presenting educational programs to interested groups. This individual may assist in
enforcing laws during peak periods of sports activity.
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A Fisheries Scientist marking fish for identification in a
reward. project. Courtesy Washington State Game De-
partnk nt.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work is steady throughout the year with a 40-hour work week. However. the Fisheries Scientist may ,..onduct studies
which require irregular working hours. Work is mostly outdoors.

QUALIFICATIONS

A Fisheries Scientist needs a college degree in fisheries management. biologiol science, forestry. or a related field.
An individual in this field must enjoy working outdors. Skills are necessary in handling fishing equipment - nets, fishing

tackle, boats and boating equipment - and the scientific equipment now being used, such as fish shockers.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Employment prospects for Fisheries Scientists are expected to be good and to increase in the future. The increasing
interest in fishing and the development of environmental programs will require additional personnel in this field.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Fisheries Scientist may advance to positions of greater responsibility after a year or more of satisfactory work
performance. This may involve lake or stream management or conducting research experiments.
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OCCUPATIONS IN FORESTRY

FORESTRY AIDE

USUAL DUTIES

the lob of the Forestrt Aide is to help to inventory. protect, and reforest timberlands. Personnel in this field observe,
measure. and record information such as the kinds of trees. how much lumber certain groups of trees will produce, what the
gi moil surfaec is like !Or logging or other purposes. and the death rate of seedling trees.

A staff compass and chain for measuring and mapping land areas are standard equipment in this joh. The Forestry Aide
also collects and reports the readings of instruments such as the ram gauge, thermometer, stream flow recorder, and soil
moisture gauge. This individual helps to enforce the rules and regulations of recreation areas and answers questions about the
forest and its wildlife. This job carries the responsibility to patrol for 1.01'04 fires and help tight rues if they occur. In season,
part of the job is to plant. spray. pmne, and thin trees.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work is steady throughout the year. usually with a regular 5-day, 40-hour work week. Work is performed indoors and
outdoors in all kinds of weather.

QUALIFICATIONS

qualif as a tleginning worker for this job. the individual should have at least a high school education. Courses in

biology. botam, drafting. mathematics, and agriculture (including plant science and forestry) will be very useful. The
applicant may be required to pass a competitive civil service examination for state or federal employment.

The Forestry Aide must be physically able to walk over rough ground, participate in fighting forest fires. and work alone

in quiet places for long periods of time. This individual must be able to work rapidly and accurately with his hands when
using hand viols to plant. spray, prune, and thin trees. Good eyesight is necessary to report accurately on the readings of
instruments such as a rain gauge, thermometer, stream flow recorder, and soil moisture gauge. The Forestry Aide must be able

to communicate with forest and park visitors in answering questions about the forest and its wildlife and when explaining
rules and regulations of recreation areas. The Forestry Aide must be friendly, patient, tactful, and courteous to get along well

with the public.
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A Forestry Aide planting trees in a reforestation
project. Courtesy Weyerimenser Company. Tacoma.
WA.
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EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

There should be satins fah openings for Forestry Aides in the future. These job openings will come about because of the
increasing demand Lit forest products and recreation facilities and the trend toward more scientific management of forest
land. As a result. your chances of getting a job are good.

Jobs are found in many communities and in many establishments. Good chances for finding employment exist at private
and government forestry services in the southeast, northeast, and Pacific northwest areas of the United States.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

As an experienced Forestry Aide, you may advance to a job as Forest Technician.

FOREST TECHNICIAN

USUAL DUTIES

The Forest Technician assists the professional forester on federal, state, municipal, and private lands, This involves
marking trees, measuring and calculating timber volumes, and recording the tree data for timber safes and timber stand
improvement. The job requires the individual to survey and mark land areas with boundary lines, and to lay out truck and
logging toads.
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Forest Technician collecting hrtormation to prepare a forest improvement survey
report.
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The Forest Technician helps in forest inventor: and field planning work by inspecting and administering leases,
right-of-way agreements. and special use permits. The technician also supervises timber sale contract operations.

the Forest I echnician prepares maps and uses ;,erial photos to locate and map forest areas in need of harvesting,
planting, thinning, or other special attention. This individual also supervises the shipping of tree seedlings in designated forest

areas.
The technician plans and organizes the field work necessary to combat forest pests. This job involves the investigation of

areas of forest pest infestation and supervision of spraying or other treatment.
1 he Forest I 4:clinician assists in forest fire protection, detection, and actual fire fighting or suppression measures. Other

duties include mapping forest fires, estimating damage, assisting in fire law enforcement, and issuing permits for burning.

Another area of concern for the Forest Technician is the consteuction, maintenance, and repair of buildings, facilities,

and equipment. The technician's job is to operate and/or direct the use of equipment and facilities used in the following

activities: timber appraisal, sating and sales, site preparation, seeding, planting, pruning, thinning, and protecting trees from

tire, insects, and disease.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work is steady throughout the year, usually with a regular 40hour work week. Work is performed Indoors and outdoors

in all kinds of weather.

QUALIFICATIONS

The Forest Technician needs a high school education with courses in biology, drafting, mathematics, and agriculture. In

addition, a i -year degree in forestry or a related field nay be required.
The Forest Technician must be in good physical condition.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Employment opportunitiesolor Forest Technicians are expected to be good and to increase in the future. Technicians
have been one of the fastest growing occupational groups. This rapid growth should continue as the nation's demands increase

for wood products and recreational areas.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Forest Technielan may advance to the position of Forester after a year or more of taisfactory work performance.
Further education may he necessary to qualify for the new position.

FORESTER

USUAL DUTIES

The Forester works with the management of forest lands and their resources. This individual is in charge of the use of

forest lands and their products. In this job it is necessary to estimate the volume and value of timber, and to plan and direct
the cutting. kigging. and reforestation of the forest land. A compass, measuring and mapping devices, and forest maps and

charts are standard equipment for the Forester.
I he Forester protects forest land from fire by active programs of fire prevention (fire danger posters and signs. and

removal of fire hazards such as trash piles and garbage dumps). Part of the Forester's job is to supervise fire fighting crews and

equipment. This individual may also be called upon to do engineering work to reduce fire hazards.

The Forester works to prevent or treat damage to timber resulting from insects, disease, or the environment. Chemicals,

tree cutting, or area burning may be prescribed as a cure or preventive measure.
t!sing knowledge of surveying, mapping, and road building, the Forester makes forest areas available to industry, the

public, and forest fire control equipment. Other duties include managemen and protection of wildlife, and possibly
responsibility for recreational activities such as hunting, fishing, camping, and hiking.

Foresters determine the hest ways cutting timber and then plan reforestation. They decide which tree species are best

for an area and what soil erosion prevention programs are needed.

Improvement of the quality of the forest is another concern. The Forester studies trees and ground cover and tries to

develop new and better varieties for the forest. This individual often works with Wildlife and Fisheries Scientists to develop

an environment desirable for animal and plant life.
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A Forester inoculating a branch as part of a controlled
research experiment. Courtesy West Virginia Pulp and
Co.

QUALIFICATIONS

The Forester is expected to have a college education and possibly graduate courses in specialized fields of forestry.
Part-time summer work with a Forester is an excellent opportunity to prepare for future employment in this field.

The Forester should be able to accept responsibility and issue instructions to those working under him.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Employment prospects are expected to he good and to increase in the future. The necessity of providing the nation with
a large amount of wood products from forests means that the job prospects should be good.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Forester may advance to a position of greater responsibility such as Chief Forester of a large area after several years
of satisfactory work performance.
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OCCUPATIONS IN LAND USE PLANNING

PLANNING AIDE

USUAL DUTIES

A Planning Aide position is the beginning level of paraprofessional work. The aide assists in land use planning research

work at the local. regional, or state level. This met assisting ut the collection. organization. and analysis data required

in the dewlopment tot nesti land use rimming pit anis. I he %%Mk of the aide involves providing technical assistance to higher

level professional personnel in both office and field work.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

The job of the Planning Aide may consist of assignments working with superiors out in the field, or it may he confined to

office duties. Supervision is conducted by a professional who reviews the aide's work for accuracy.

QUALIFICATIONS

A high school diploma is recommended for this position. The Planning Aide should have a basic knowledge of rural or
urban planning. and must be able to work etTectively with other people. including his superiors and the general public.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

City, county, and regional planning is a growing field. Many aides will be needed to assist the planners with their work.

The Planning Aide may find federal employment with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Also,

job openings may exist with the state planning agency. Local municipalities are joining in regional planning agencies more

ofteh, so job prospects on the local level should be very good.

A Pinning Aide assembling information that he had previously helped coiled
out in the field. Courtesy Local Government Research Corporation. State
College. PA.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Planning Aide may advance to a planning Technician after one or more years of satisfactory performance on the job.

Sonic form of technical education may help the individual prepare for the increased responsibility.

PLANNING TECHNICIAN

Planning Associate, Planning Analyst

USUAL DUTIES

The Planning Technician is an individual who must be capable of collecting, organizing, and analyzing data required in

the development of urban planning techniques. Personnel in this job are responsible for both office and field work necessary
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for carrying out the programs. Work may include the application of statistical analyses to projects. Work is performed
independently and is sublect to review by professional superiors. The technician may supervise and train Planting; Aides.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

The Planning pertortm moderately difficult jobs in the carrying out of planning programs. Assignments may
be indoors in an office setting or out in the field, collecting data and working with other planners. The technician may
litterVItqk local officials eiinceining connionot punning and development. this individwi may advise agency officials on
various aspects and requirements of the federal planning assistance program.

QUALIFICATIONS

A minimum of a ..!-%c:11 technical degree in urban planning or equivalent work experience is requited for the position of
Planning Teeliiii.tatt. A considerable knowledge of the principles. practices. and objectives of city, legions!. and state planning
is essential. Background in government administration, research techniques, and involvement in urban development is
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A Planning Technician making refinements on a map he prepared. Courtesy
Local Government Research Corporation. State College, PA.
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es1;ential. The technician must be able to plan. organise. and carry out assignments and present results of his work effectively.
This individual must be able to work well with associates and the general

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

City. county. and regional planning is a growing field. Many technicians will be needed to assist the planners with their
work.

The Planning Technician may find federal employment with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
Also, job openings may exist with the state planning agency. Local municipalities are joining in regional planning agencies
more often, so job prospects on the local level should be very good.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Planning Technician may rise to the position of Urban Planner as positions become available. Several years of
experience. additional format education, and excellent performance in his present job arc three essential factors for
promotion.
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URBAN PLANNER

City Planner, Regional Planner,
Land Planner, Town Planner

USUAL DUTIES

The Urban Planner is concerned with the physical. social, and economic growth and development of cities and regions.
lioweei . The major vitipliasis On the steal aspects. Compreliensme plans Ate developed to show the proposed uses of the
land (residential. commercial. industrial. open space, recreation) as well as the distribution of public facilities such as limits,
rapid transit. schools, and parks.

Some Urban Planners specialiie in specific areas: transportation, urban renewal, urban design, economic and resource
development planning, and social service (public services such as education, health services, criminal justice, environmental
health, and social welfare).

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

The Urban Planner is most likely to be employed in regions having high populations. Some of the planner's work is done
in the office. The job may require field trips where the individual visits residential communities, industries, recreational
facilities, etc., to gather information. Public presentations are a necessary and important part of the planner's job.

QUALIFICATIONS

Minimum education requirements are a B.S. degree or professional experience. The planner should be able to speak well
to community groups and cope with conflicts among various groups proposing differing opinions. An individual in this
position should have considerable knowledge of planning principles and practices, as well as creativity in developing proposals
to preserve society's scare resources. A sound background in the social sciences is also necessary.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Planning is a relatively new profession and future employment opportunities look promising. Larger urban areas and
regional planning agencies hold the greatest possibility for employment. There arc positions for rural planners in less
populated regions.

Experience has shown the need for minority groups to take part in the decision-making process. Local governments
today have a keen interest in bringing promising young members of minority groups into the planning profession.

The Urban Planner may find federal employment with the US. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Also,
iiih openings may exist with the state planning agency. Local municipalities are joining in regional planning agencies more
often, so Oh prospects on the local should be very good.
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Urban Pbnnem working a reclamation project to improve environmental quality.
Cooney U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.
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There were 7,000 Urban Planners in the United States m 19O24. Estimates protect MOM joh openings pei sear throughout
the 1970..

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Urban Malmo can rise quickly- to levels of higher responsibility. This individual's services are in demand all over the
country and in other parts of the woild. Advancement to a target city in employment as a private consultant may he the next
poimotion the l'Than Planter I-111S individual corild also advance to Chief Planner. or a Plan Director. positrons requiring
nine experience and responsibility

ZONING TECHNICIAN

USUAL DUTIES

The Zoning Technician works under the supervision of a Zoning Inspector. Responsibilities include helping to prepare
toning maps. answering questions about toning laws. writing reports, and keeping records. The Zoning Technician may wink
in the city checking buildings to see that /oiling regulations arc followed. The technician helps the Zoning Inspector in
handling ining change requests and issuing permits.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

This jiih is primarily a 40-hour-a-week office job, with some work in the city doing building inspections.
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A Zoning Technician miming mob* maps. Comm Local Gomermem
Research Commotion. State College, PA.

QUALIFICATIONS

A minimum of a 2-year technical degree in toning or urban planning or equivalent work experience is required for the
position of Zoning Technician. Ability in speaking. working with people, and map-making is essential.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

The field of toning looks good for the future. An increasing number of Zoning Technicians will be needed to aid the
Zoning Inspectors.

The Zoning Technician may find federal employment v :th the U.S. Department ofHousing and Urban Development.
Also. hal openings may exist with the state planning agency. Local municipalities will need more Zoning Technicians as urban
land debehipment continues to expand. so Job prospects on the local level level should be very good.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Zoning Technician may be promoted to Zoning Inspector following a year or more of satisfactory performance in
the lob. A baccalaureate degce may also be required.
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ZONING INSPECTOR

USUAL DUTIES

Zoning Inspectors must check to see that land and buildings are used only for the purposes allowed in the /oiled district.
Regulatious such as lot sve, location. and site of the buildings must be enforced. The Zoning Inspector works with building
owners before they fix up old buildings to make sure all laws are followed. Permits are issued so that the ownet can begin
work. Occupacy permits at: also given by the inspector. The Zoning Inspector checks new buildings to see that they will be
used properIN and tftet they meet J11 sttu.tutat engineering stamLds, including sateq tegulations. Other duties include
supervising technicians to map work or totting inspections, and handling toning change requests. Zoning Inspectors work

closel with the local government body.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Although much time is spent out in the city, the Zoning Inspector generally works a regular work week in an office. The
job involves a tot of contact with people consulting property owners in working out toning problems. or working with
lawyers and courts to negotiate legal problems.
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A Zoning Inspector viewing the construetkut of a new building to see that the
builders are ht conplianee with zoning laws. Courtesy Load Government
Research Corporation, State College. PA.

QUALIFICATIONS

Several years of successful orthe-jb experience as a Zoning Technician plus a baccalaureate degree from an accredited
college are necessary for this position.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Employment prospects in the inning field are good. Individuals are needed to fill these positions as urban areas grow.
More buildings are under construction and many old buildings are being renovated. Zoning Inspectors arc needed to issue

permits and watch that no laws arc being violated.
The Zoning Inspector may find federal employment with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.

Also, lob openings may exist with the state planning agency. Local municipalities will need more Zoning Inspectors as urban

land development continues to expand, so job prospects on the local level should be very good.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Zoning Inspector may advance to a position of greater responsibility, such as Zoning Administrator. after several

years of satisfactory work performance.
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OCCUPATIONS RELATED TO MINERALS
AND MINERAL FUELS

OPEN PIT MINE CONSERVATION TECHNICIAN

USUAL D(JTIFS

The Open Pit Mine cniervation Technician assists the Open Pit Mine Conservation Inspector to see that state open pit
mining law, are 11,11u ed, The iob includes checking all mine aeeidents to find out what caused them, The Open Pit Mine
('nst-vat technic .m keeps records on the condition or the mines, inspects machinery that miners use, and makes stream
surveys 14 see that aciu mine drainage water does not pollute rivers and lakes.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

The Open Pit Mint Conservation Technician must be in excellent physical condition since a kit of the work is done in
mines. This work involves working with machinery, walking through mines. and talking with miners.

QUALIFICATIONS

The Open Pit Mine Conservation Technician should have a 2-year associate degree in mine technology or equivalef t work
experience. Thi.s individual should know open pit mining laws, how mining machinery works, and safety and Pest aid
mei hods. The Mine Conservation Technician should be able to use eimservation practices in his work and interpret maps of
open pit mines. In addition, this individual must be able to write and to work well with others.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

oppoi tunnies for the Open Pit Mine Conservation Technician look good. Technicians are needed to see that
operations are done safely and without destroying OUT natural resources.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Open Pit Mine Conservation Technician may advance to Open Pit Mine Conservation Inspector which is a position of
)treater rewonsihtlitY. Minimum requirements arc a 2-year degree in mine technology plus one year of experience.
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An Open Pit Mine Conservation Technician Ea-
=son material to determine treatment for
big pound cover.
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ING AREA RESTORATION TECHNICIAN

USUAL DUTIES

The Mine Area RCM Olifilisll Technician works under the supervision of the Mining Area Restoration Supervisor. This job
involves a progsain to discover and stop dangerous. unhimItlq, and ugly environmental conditions caused by poor mining
practices. This indi*-dual checks land, water. and air to see if the mine is causing pollution and works to help the miners stop
the pollution The Mining Airs Remoi soon Technician works in programs to dose old mines for safety to the public, stop
mine tires. and dean up acid mine WW1.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

The Mining Area Restoration Technician must be in excellent physical condition. In addition to inspecting mines, this
individual also does desk work which includes recording information for supervisors.

QUALIFICATIONS

The Mining Area Restoration Technician should have a 2-year associate degree in mine technology or equivalent work
experience. In addition to understanding mining and mine safety and conservation laws, the candidate should have a
background in methods of dust control, mine ventilation. acid mine water neatment, air and water pollution, and the control
of mine fires. A Mining Area Restoration Technician should know how to run mine equipment and must be able to work well
with others.
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EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Jobs should be available for Mining Area Restoration Technicians in the future. Many agencies are concerned with
restoring mined land to a safer, more beautiful condition.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Mining Area Restoration Technician may advance to the position of Mining Area Restoration Supervisor. This
requis.. a minin.am 2-year associate degree in mine technology and at least one year of cm- the-job experience.
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OIL AND GAS INSPECTOR

USUAL DUTIES

The Oil and Gas Inspector works for environmental safety by enforcing laws dealing with oil and gas resources. In
addition to checking oil and gas fields to insure that all drilling and production facilities are complying with state laws and
regulations, this individual also checks gas producing and gas sales facilities to prevent waste of this natural resource.

In some states. the inspector checks pipeline connections and gas measuring devices. The Oil and Gas Inspector also
performs production capability tests on oil and gas wells. to determine accuracy of production reports submitted by the oil
and gas companies.

The inspector cheeks and inspects oil and gas producing facilities to insure that waste by-products from the oil and gas
are not polluting the environment, and assists superiors in conducting any special fit 1d investigations deemed necessary.

The inspector's reports of all fi. ld inspections and investigations constitute official records that can be used in court
hearings. At times. this individual may be called to appear in court to present evidence against an oil or gas company accused
of violating oil and gas producing laws and regulations.

The inspector is constantly checking production facilities to find fire hazards. The Oil and Gas Inspector checks facilities
to make certain that drilling permits have been secured and safety equipment is being used. This individual also inspects for
proper installation of mud pits and inspects waste oil disposal. The inspector is in charge of all wells.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work is steady throughout the year. usually with a 5-day. 40-hour week. Work is performed indoors and outdoors.
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An OilOil and Gas Inspector superv' -ts the abandonment of an oil nen. This dose
supervision is necessary to pmsect the ground water reserves and the oil
reservoir. Courtesy Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources.

QUALIFICATIONS

The Oil and Gas Inspector should have a minimum of a high school diploma with courses in chemistry. mathematics.
English, agriculture, and shop practices. Previous experience as a production worker in the oil and gas field is required.

eolkge training in geology or engineering is helpful and will increase advancement opportunities.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Future employment prospects for Oil and Gas Inspectors are needed in the field. and only moderate increases in
employment are expected.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Oil and Gas Inspector may advance to a position of greater responsibility after several years of satisfactory work
experience. This may require further education. Advancement to a new,position may mean that the individual will supervise
other inspectors.
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PETROLEUM GEOLOGIST

USUAL DUTIES

The Petroleum Geologist has the important responsibility of finding economic deposits of oil andgas. This work includes
A field study of rock outcrops. studying fossils, and making maps which show the structure or alignment of the surface rock
formations. After collecting and studying data, the Petroleum Geologist makes subsurface maps which show the alignment,
thickness. and likely areas for off or gas deposits in suhcurface rock formations.

After all data are analysed and presented to the management, the Petroleum Geologist recommends areas for land
purchase or rental upon which exploratory wells will be drilled fur oil or gas.

During the drilling operation the geologist **sits on the well"; that is. the individual lives at the well site or may visit it
periodically to study the rock cores and to run the necessary tests to evaluate the various rock formations encountered.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

The Petroleum Geologist. when in charge of a drilling operation, is responsible 24 hours a day for its progress. lie may
supervise several wells at one time. The work can be permanent as an employee of an oil company or it can be temporary
work as a consultant.

A Petroleum GeOittgiSisS work is performed both indoors and outdoors.

QUALIFICATIONS

A citilege degree in geology is necessary to perform the work of a Petroleum Geologist. Along with the degree the
candidate needs skills in mapping and drafting. The Petroleum Geologist also needs the ability to prepare clear and concise
technical reports.

a.
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A Petroleum Geologist making a subsurface reading at a test site.
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The Petroleum Ge1)1t1pSi must also have the ability to meet and deal with people as well as to establish and maintain
effective working ielatio,iships with fellow workers, property owners. and the general public.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

In the past. employment has fluctuated with the demand for energy sources. Today, our energy supply will decrease
unless new sources are found by the Petroleum Geologist. Work opportunities are very good and should remain good in the
foreseeable Mime. Many are employed by the U.S. Geological Survey.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Prospects for advancement within the petroleum field are excellent for any well qualified geologist. Being a professional
person, a Petroleum Geologist may go into business for himself and become a consultant.
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OCCUPATIONS RELATED TO
RANGELAND MANAGEMENT

RANGE AIDE

USUAL DUTIES

The Range Aide is the Range Scientist's helper. 1 'rider the scientist's guidance. this individual works in planting. spraying,
road building, lire fighting, and counting numbers of animals in a given land area.

The Range Aide operates farm machinery on rangeland. sets markers to indicate gracing land boundaries. checks fences
and reports on their condition.
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Rasp Aides building fence on a range allotment. Courtesy US. Forest Service.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work is seasonal. The Range Aide is most likely to be employed in the spring, summer, and fall months. Work is outdoors
and the job assignments vary with the location and seasr

QUALIFICATIONS

As a Range Aide, high school courses in biology, botany, agriculture, and shop practices may be helpful. Mechanical
ability is an asset. The Range Aide needs to be in good physical condition.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Future employment prospects for rangeland workers are expected to be wry good. The need to maintain rangelands to
provide water, forage, wildlife, and recreation makes job prospects promising.

The Range Aide may be employed by the large public agencies of the federal government. For example, the aide may be
employed by the Forest Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, or by the Bureau of Land Management, bureau of
Indian Affairs. and Fish and Wildlife Service of the U.S. Department of the Interior. Some Range Aides may be employed by
the U.S. Department of Defense, U.S. Department of Commerce, and the Tennessee Valley Authority.

Job opening also may be found at the state level with agencies such as the Department of Agriculture. Department of
Environmental Resources, or Department of Fish and Game.

Employment opportunities also exist with many county or city governments which own rangelands managed for park or
watershed protection purposes.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Range Aide may move up to the position of Range Technician after a year or more of satisfactory work
performance. Further education may be needed in preparation for advancement.
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RANGE TECHNICIAN

USUAL DUTIES

The Range Technician supeivises skilled workers in controlling undesirable plants and animals. This involves seeding.
remit/mg, and other management operations. Improvement of wildlik surrounding and maintaining watersheds IOC part of
the RAVI? I cell:tit:Ian's ;ob. Surveys of the rangeland are conducted to determine numbers of plants and livestock and to see
how inati people are using the land tot iccieation.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

The It :111,1,e TOCIMICIati works throughout the year. but is busiest during the spring. summer, and tall months. At these
times work ;s outdoors. Work may involve using map and survey equipment. often in an airplane. During the winter most of
tut time is spent indoors. planning future activities and presenting educational programs.
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Range Technicians determiding *int alien as part of an evaluation of
range conditions. Courtesy U.S. Forest Service.

;EST COPY AVAILABLE
QUALIFICATIONS

The Range fechimian Atould have an associate degree in range management. agronomy. forestry. or a related field, or
equivalent work experience. The technician must min), working outdoors.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPE(IS

Future employment prospects for rangeland workers are expected to be very good. The need to maintain rangelands to
provide water. Anage. wildlife. and recreation makes job prospects promising.

The Range Technician may he employed by the large public agencies of the federal government. lie may he employed by
the Forest Service of the 1.S. Department of Agriculture, or by Ow BOOM of Land Management. Bureau of Indian Affairs,
and Fish and Wildlife Service of the U.S. Department of the Interior. Some Range Technicians may he employed by the U.S.
Depat men! itf lkfense. U.S. Department of Commerce. and the Tennessee Valley Authority.

Joh openings also ma), he found at the state level with such agencies as the Department of Agriculture. Department of
Environmental Resources. or Department of Fish and Game.

Emplov risen, tsitOltiftittitte. Am) OW with many county or city governments which own iangelands managed for park or
watershed int.tectin purr/se.

OPPORTUNITIES FCR ADVANCEMENT

The Range Technician may advance to the position of Range Manager after a year Of more of satisfactory work
performance. This may require a baccalaureate degree in range management or a related field.
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RANGE SCIENTiST

USUAL DUTIES

The Range Scientist has the responsibility of managing. developing, and protecting rangelands. Use of rangeland must be
planned to gain the most benefit for all. To do this the manager must txrisider all uses livestock and wildlife. timber and
grasses. watershed protection. and use by people for recreation.

The Range Scientist de,:ides how nuns animals can grate on the rangeland and what types of animals are most suitable.
For example. the scientist may decide that 200 sheep can graze on one area of land and 100 cows can graze on another area.

Sworn of the year that rangelands can be used for grazing are determined by the Range Scientist.
The Range Scientist develons and restores rangeland which has been overgrazed or burned. This may involve

reestablishing grazing areas with grass or planting trees.
The Range Scientist is constantly on the alert for rites and must know techniques of fire prevention and fire fighting.

Pests and diseases on the range are also a maim concern. and the scientist must know how to control them.

s.

Range Scientists determining how many animals can graze on this rangeland.
Courtesy U.S. Forest Service.
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In order to conserve rangelands, the Range Scientist plans for planting grasses and trees to protect against soil erosion and

Mild' loss.
Other duties include helping private land owners with range management practices and offering educational programs to

school and local organizations. The Range Scientist also conducts research on the rangeland and writes reports.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work is steady throughout the year. The work week varies according to the season and the type of work being done. In
the spring, summer, and fall, work is mostly outdoors. In tile winter much time is spent planning future activities and
presenting educational programs to interested groups.

QUALIFICATIONS

As a Range Scientist you are expected to have a college degree in range management, forestry, agronomy, or related
fields. You should be abk to accept responsibility and work well with others.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Future employment prospects for rangeland workers arc expected to be wry good. The need to maintain rangeland to

provide Water, forage. wildlife, and recreation makes job prospects promising.
The Rage Scientist may be employed by the large agencies of the federal government. There are positions in the Forest

Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and in the Bureau of Land Management. Bureau of Indian Affairs. and Fish
and Wildlife Service of the U.S. Department of the Interior. Some Range Scientists may be employed by the U.S. Department

of Defense, U.S. Department of Commerce, and the Tennessee Valley Authority.
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Job openings also m.o. be tound at the state level with such agencies as the Department of Agriculture. Department of
Environmental Resources, or Depai intent of Fish and Game.

Employment oppitunittes AM, exist with any county or city governments which own rangelands managed for park or
watershed protection purposes.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

After several years of work expo ience, the Range Scientist may move into a position of greater responsibility such as
having a greater area of land to manage. Further education may be necessary to qualify for a new position.
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OCCUPATIONS IN OUTDOOR RECREATION

PARK FOREMAN

USUAL DUTIES

The Park Foreman works in mans locations. including municipal. state, and national parks. college campuses. public and
private golf courses. cemeteries. school grounds. and land around municipal institutions. One major responsibility is the
supeisb111 .t crew. who are involved in the 1112111101311Ce, operation. and development of grounds. buildings. equipment,
trails. campsites, and roads.

Another area of responsibility is the acquisition of equipment and supplies. This would include assignment of these
materials to the proper crews for day-to-day use.

The Park Foreman is often called upon to assist in the development of landscape and building plans and maintenance
schedules. This individual routinely inspects grounds. facilities, and equipment and sometimes acts as park guard. patrolman.
fire tighter, and interpreter.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Park Foremen work mostly outdoors as supervisors. Working hours and conditions depend on seasonal weather and the
number of persons using park facilities.

The Park Foreman is not realty the same as the foreman of a work crew. A work crew foreman in a park. sometimes
called a crew chief, is usually in charge of one crew whereas the Park Foreman is in charge of many crews and individuals.

QUALIFICATIONS

A high school education is needed and courses in horticulture, general science. mathematics. and agriculture are desirable.
Applied vocational shop skills in carpentry. plumbing. and electricity are helpful.

alk,satar,

A Park Foreman (left) mmervising the maintenance of facNties at Grand Canyon
National Park. Corwtery 'Arena Neumann, National Park Service.

NV WV AVAILABLE

Depending upon the type of park one might work in. a 2-year technical course in horticulture, forestry, or turfgrass
management may be helpful. Any preparation for the position of a Park Foreman should include training in the effective
supervision of people. This is what wilt distinguish the Park Foreman's role as different from that of the park workers under

his direction.
Good physical condition, patience, tact, courtesy, and the ability to get along well with others are all prerequisites for

the Park Foreman.
Those desiring state or federal employment must pass a competitive civil service examination.
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EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Prospects for cmplosilICIIE in parks generally are good. Employment as a Park Foreman. however, will depend on the
background experience, and/or education of the person.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

An experienced Park Foreman ma} advance to positions MI6 as Park Maintenance Supervisor. Park Ranger. or Park or
Colt Course Manager. depending on the type of park and the particular requirements 101" each position.

CAMPGROUND CARETAKER

USUAL DUTIES

The Campground Caretaker is involved in the maintenance, development, and protection of areas that are used for
camping. These areas may be the grounds and Orysical facilities used for resident, day, and overnight camps, as welt as
camping areas used by tent and trailer campers on an overnight basis.

Maintenance of campsites. roads, and other physical facilities usually includes repair, cleaning, painting, and simple
plumbing and electrical work. Landscape maintenance, including mowing, pruning, fertilizing, and planting are also a part of
the maintenance duties performed by the Campground Caretaker.

Most Campground Caretakers become involved in development projects such as constructing new buildings and
landscaping new trails and campsites.

Another area of responsibility for the Campground Caretaker is the protection of the camp through the enforcement of
campground rules and regulations. However, this area of responsibility may be supervised by Rangers in the larger parks.

The Campground Caretaker also may be in charge of collecting fees, operating camp stores, renting equipment, and
working in food service areas.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work as a Campground Caretaker may be steady or seasonal. There arc some campgrounds that are open 12 months a
year. There are some resident camps that may retain a caretaker for the full year, even though the camp is only open for 2 to
2' months. The work is generally outdoors.

QUALIFICATIONS

Qualifications depend on the kind of camp in which the Campground Caretaker will work. A high school education with
courses In agriculture and applied vocational shop skills would be beneficial for most Campground Caretaker positions.

AIM
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A Campground Caretaker maintaining the grotmds. Courtesy Shawnee State
Park. Schellsburg. PA.
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Shills are needed in the call; and operation t power and hand tools, tractis, laWIlinoWels. and other landscape
equipment. the Camiound Caretaker Also should have skills in carpentry. electricit , and plumbing,. Stant caretakers in
resident iailips also ate minified to liaVe skills in the Mal ItterianCe cot waterfront areas and facilities.

In positins where the Campground Caretaker is tLitlired to deal with the people using the campground. lie should be
tactful and coin tows. In resident camp situations. he should enjoy being with small children.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Future employment prospects for Campground Caretakers look good. Prospects for employment in overnight
campgrounds depend upon the number of campers and amount of campground services needed. Campers and camp iunds
have been on the increase in the past 15 .ears. Prospects look better in overnight campgrounds than in resident camps.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Opportunities rr advancement exist after a tear or more of satisfactory work performance. The Campground Caretaker
may advance to a position of greater responsibility. possibly as a Park Maintenance Supervisor, Park Ranger. or Park
Foreman.

HUNTING AND FISHING GUIDE

USUAL DUTIES

The bunting and Fishing Guide provides assistance to sports hunters and fisherman by finding game and fishing areas
which otter recreational enjoyment. The guide organizes and leads hunting and fishing parties. This individual can also help
by suggesting types of equipment to use or techniques useful in catching the prey.

The hunting and Fishing Guide may lead the hunting party along trails or by boats, horses. motor Vehicles. or possibly
airplanes It is the job the guide to make outdoor living as comfortable as possible. working closely with the party to pick
suitable campsites and to keep the pace of travel suited to the ability of the customers.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work is seasonal. depending on the hunting and rislimg seasons in the geographical area. Work is entirely outdoors and
requires strenuous activity in all types of weather.

-,P

A Fishing Guide assisting a lady in locating an area for
fishing. Courtesy US. Department of the Interior.
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QUALIFICATIONS

The lob ot the limiting and Fishing Guide is iigorous and vaned_ lit °Wei to live and work in all types of weather, the
guide must master the skills and crafts necessary to survive in wilderness areas. This individual must know the geographic area.
be aNuthated with animal and fish sirecies in the area, and be familiar with all hunting and fishing laws.

The hunting and Fishing Guide must know how to use. maintain, and repair the various hunting. fishing. and camping
equipment the customers will he using Abi hi% h handle bojis and canoes and knowledge of the care of livestock are helpful,

The Hunting and Fishing Guide should be able to handle emergency situations and guide others to safety. This requites
leadership ability, knowledge of first aid, ability to construct temporary shelters, and other survival techniques. Field care
andior cleaning of fish or game is as essential as the ability to cook.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

There will he a limited number of job openings for [hunting And Fishing Guides in the ten years. These job openings
will come about niostl because of the need to replace workers who will retire or leave their jobs fot °filet reasons

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Some Hunting and Fishing Guides advance to become managers of hunting and fishing camps and properties. Others
become owners ot these properties.

PARK NATURALIST

USUAL DUTIES

The lob ot the Pat k Naturalist is to hung people and the natural world together. This usually is accomplished in foul
was. guided tows. audio-visual presentations, natural history lectures and exhibits, and the publication of written material
about the paiticular area.
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A Park Naturalist prepared to conduct guided tours to a
park. Courtesy U.S. Department of the Interior.
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tit der 1,6 a111p1ish these tasks. the Pat k tti Interpretive Natinalist must keep an 1111-11-slate Wye litirt% 01 the luillital

.11 the park 1 IR Park \annalist keeps records t what plains are rowing where. when they bloom. and then sire,
number s, and oirdin..n I lw s.uue kind In reolidS ate kept oil atnntill ppulatios the pail. A cottimuom te,:old is kept on

geological tot matrons and weather conditions
Interesting ple.ent.on, depend upon the Park Naturalises abilit to shale knWledge ituill natural lesoUrCes and the

histoi tit an area. The Park tiartrulto therefre must know what has paint' 4)!I I» the past. WWI is like!, to happen in the
) At 'It 9t 1.1it Aft,,:te,1 the nsit-tuttent

I he Park Naturalist ttla be in chat ol planning trails and campsites. coilecting and maintaining natinal histrs
specillins. arid planning exhibus. this person also in;i restkritsible Ulf conducting research. maintaining wi..stliei records.

Jeelopilu! J hbrars , pn,moting priblic !elan. qrs. taking pictures, arid enforcing laws.

CHAR.ACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

11w Pail. Nat s,ti;tN average it Cite LION a week through the year. but there are peak and slack periods. The day

stall at 12 noon and go until 9 pan. It there is alt eVe1111112 progtant to present. Seasonal variations in park attendance also

Will at leo this schedule. Park Naturalists give presentations every weekend and many evenings during the summer

ilkntlis Work is both outdoors and indoors.

QUALIFICAIIONS

tommuuLatii,ii skills in :peaking. writmt. graphic ails, and knowledge about natural friskily are the kinds of
qualifications riat the Pails Naturalist must have Usually, this person has a 4-year college degree in one of the natural
sciences or interpretive service's, or has had a great amount tit experience as a part- trait' naturalist. The itib involves scientific
research, keeping aeilitate reonds, and using and inatiltaillifig audioNisual and photographik! equipment. Interest in and
eutiostts about nature. Creativity , and ahihts to get along with people are qualities a Park Naturalist should possess.

Much the wtertuctitiori done toll!, Is In an urban setting, either in parks, MUsettntS, of Oft the street. Persons
intotested in urban niterpietation shotildlialie a special interest m urban problems and the relationship of urban development
to natural lustor and people. as well as the general qualit ications mentioned above.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Joh opponulinies in the interpretive services are toUnd in federal. state, and local park departments, private museums.
ptthhi and private schools. and wildlife agelleies. The present emphasis at the federal level is for Urban Naturalists. Thew are

still opportunities tt1 tither areas rol those who rrhq prefer a rural or suburban atmosphere.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

..11 eXperteliCed Park Naturalist become a Nature Center Director. Park Supervisor, Director of htvituttimmtal iii

Outdoor Lducation Progiams. or the Chief of Interpretive Services in a park. Advancement depends upon experience.
qalification., and the structure and location of the agency or institution where the Park Naturalist is employed.



OCCUPATIONS IN SOILS

SOIL CONSERVATION AIDE

USUAL DUTIES

Under supervision. the Soil Conservation ficIps collect different kinds of information on natural resources for use in
developing :1.11%07V:111011 plans. This individual iiSISI% in the application of soil conservation practices and in conducting
demonstrations and tours on soil and %valet conservation.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Most of the work of the Soil Conservation Aide is performed outdoors. The work week is usually 40 hours. Some
positions ate full time and others are seasonal.
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A Soil Conservation Aide assisting a Soil Conservation Technidan detennkhl
the slope of a diversion ditch for water runoff control. Courtesy U.S.D.A. Soil
Conservation Service.

QUALIFICATIONS

The Soil Conservation Aide should have a high school diploma, an interest in the use and care of natural resources, and
apiculture-related experience. Ti.. candidate should be able to work well with others.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Job opportunities are fairly good. Local offices of the Soil Conservation Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture:
the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the U.S. Deraitioent of the Interior: and state and local government agencies employ Soil
Conservation Aides

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

With additional on-the-job experience or post high school education that includes some course work in biology, physical
Wience forestry. engineering, or agriculture. the Soil Conservation Aide may advance to Soil Conservation Technician or
other patsit ions id pre. fer responsibility.
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SOIL ONSERVAlION TECHNICIAN

USUAL DUI RS

The Soil Conso yawn I echincial: idvises Ind assisis land 4 twitet.: and ithillagels in caftRiii fait Soil and Water
.7,sliser%ation nuh to taints. %Indies. 11111111Cipal waletsliedS. 4:ortstin1ln Sites. and othi locations to
3ther iniintJlion on past dna piesent land lise...ippatelit w.n i Illaitagenient tittihlenls, SeVerit% of erosion. eie.. The Soil

111C; Se .0 :%:..3110.1:1 !With 4,1e% 1: CV.tithill.11, natuial data and assists the Soil t. 'Ii et arltttlisl
fii prepaling conservation plans. .tilion,2 the c4inservation practices which the Ilia help to install and Maintain are
ponds, 0)%et csops. lice 55 ilidinejk 5. Nirp-ooppilig. renjees. onittitir planting. rotation giving. wildlife habitat
impiovemetii. and maii

CHARACTERISTICS OF FM JOB

Nluch of the work .it the Soil (-onset %awn IechnleLa11 is done outdoors and !mauves winkIni with the general public.
fhis individual winks in close coopeiation with the Soil Conservationist. Work may be in alt part of the United States.
.shall rinat Areas.

OU ALIFIC !IONS

the Son t onwrvation Technician must have a pi:wheal knowledge of methods and techniques 01 soil and water
c4ifiseiiJiiil Finiv level lobs require . ears of agriculture-Maud experience or 2 years of appropriate post high school
srtitl4 which 1114:intle% titnt.% iii 1/111111* InatlielnaneS. physical sciences. engineering. or agriculture. The rob requires the
Alan% to it IniniuniClie Kell With others.
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A Soil Conservation Technician rallecting data for land use planning. Cotutesy
U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service.

:'rST COPY AVAILABLE

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Wok to Luirviit emphasis on environmental and resource conservation. rob opportunities should he fairly good Air Soil
Conservation Technicians_ I'mployers include the Soil Conservation Service in the U.S. Department of Agriculture; the
WHOA! lit Indian Affairs in the U.S. Department of the Interior: state and local governmental agencies. sucli as conservatkm
dist net s. Ind a few private land deve14 s.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Nue.essful ow-Ow-lob eXpel ierh.:e and training. the Soil Conservation Technician may advance to (105111011S or greater
. rpon earning a H.S. degree in soil conservation or a closely related natural resource or agricultural field, the

teLhinilall AVaiiie lo the posit 14 111 of Soil Conservationist.
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SOIL CONSERVATIONIST

UK/AL DUTIES

The Soil Conservationist works with land owners and managers to develop and carry out soil and water conservation
plans for farms. ranches, housing developments, schools. air ports. recreation areas. and land used fur other purposes. This
individual provides professional conservation leadership and helps officials of a conservation district and other local leaders
nuke and :Airy out eommunny and area natural iesource conservation and development plans.

The Soil Conservationist supervises technical help on the use and installation of natural resource management systems
that usually include a wide variety of conservation practices. such as those listed under Soil Conservation Technician.
Planning is done for watershed protection and flood ptevention projects and coordinating multipurpose rural development
projects.

The Soil Conservationist works with people, including planning commissioners. citiieos and civic groups. school boards.
employees of mans other government agencies. farmers and Ta lieheK, land developers and contractors. and many others who
use or manage land and water resources.

rr
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A Soil Conservationist working with a land manager on soil t problems.

REST COPY NAME

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB
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The Soil conse7vationist works both indoors and outdoors and usually has headquarters in a small town or city in any
part of the United States. The work is steady and normally involves supervising a small staff of engineers and technicians. A
large proportion of the work involves contacts with other people.

QUALIFICATIONS

candr.Loe tk: Cmisilvali(ims1 must bate a HS. 1)1 hirlit'S degree from an accredited colle:N ter
univIrsity with major in soil conseration or one of the closelt related natural resources or agricultural fields. such as
2gronomy. forestry'. wildlife biology, regional planning. agricultural education. or agricultural engineering. Because of th"
interdisciplinary nature of this occupation. experience that involves the use of techniques. principles, and methods from a
variety of agricultural and natural resource disciplines is especially valuable. This individual should have the ability to get
along well with others and possess well developed communication skills.



EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

The Willie ittok% in4,1110111p. Slid (.011SeTVantriliSK for more and more pecrple ate IWOIllintr CorWeri led Arita the
yualit< of the efIVIst111111011 and teCaliMffe that proper use and care of soil and water resources at the loundation lot
enVirninenral improvement and economic development. Most positions are with government ageneies: Soil Conservation
Service in the U.S. Department of Agriculture: Bureau of Indian Affairs and Bureau of Land Management in the U.S.
Devil Nieto II the Interior: le: -ssee Valle Antlint: and state and local pv01111101! agencies which ate involved in
conservation. land planning and doelpment, or pollution control programs.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Sod Conservationist may advance to higher levels of responsibility after demonstrating leadership and supervisory
. developing specialized knowledge and skills tfirough graduate level education and onthe.job experience. and above

average perfimance in daily work. This individual may be placed in charge of the soil and water conservation programs for a
large area and supervis4.. a sizable professional staff or may be given technical leadership for a specific program.

SOIL SCIENTIST

USUAL DUTIES

The Soil Scientist tends to specialize in one of three areas: making soil surveys. doing special purpose soil investigations,
or teaching and reward'.

By direct examination in the field, the Soil Scientist collects information about the soil and records it on maps and as
field notes. Among the kinds of soil information noted are physical and chemical characteristics. slope, ero,i. In. geological

OPY AVAILABLE

_1111

A Soil Scientist conducting experiments in a soil laboratory.



VCgOstion. :Hid °diet fCaittreS. This individual helps present this information to landowners and operatots and to
technical specialists. M.:i than 70.0(X) different kinds of soil nave been identified in the United States. The Soil Scientist uses
the scientific information gathered in the field to predict a soil's physical behavior and identify its capabilities and limitations
for different uses.

The Soil Scientist may do special purpose investigations on speed): soil probknts to develop new management practices
tOr ixirticular soils. For instance, this individual might make a special study to forecast the behavior of soils under irrigation.
The Soil 14:iclitist works with Lecninial NyCculists tit oflief fields to integiate the findings in order to help develop
recommend pions for proper use and case of the soil.

The Soil Scientist who entrages in research may perform a broad array of investigations into methods of improving use
and management of soil and water resources. This individual might conduct experiments to improve knowledge of
sod-waterplant-animal relationships. investigate methods of classifying, mapping, and evaluating soils: or do experimental
work to determine the effects on the soil of tillage. fertilization, crop rotations, drainage, and other management practices.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Some of the work of the Soil Scientist is done outdoors and some in laboratories and officers. Work is steady. A
beginning soil scientist works under the dose guidance and supervision of experienced personnel.

QUALIFICATIONS

The individual must have earned a B.S. or higher degree from an accredited college or university with a major in soil
science or a Whiled field of biological. physical. or earth sciences, including at least 15 credit hours in soils. The candidate
should he capable of doing independent research.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

OppOtttillitiCs for employment for the well trained Sail Scientist should be excellent. Among federal agencies that
employ Soil &moist, are: U.S. Department of Agriculture. U.S Department of the interior, and the Tennessee Valley
Authority. Jobs with federal agencies come under the U.S. Civil Service Commission classification system.

State universities and agiicultural experiment stations employ Soil Scientists. A few arc self-employed, some work for
industrial or other private organizations. and a few work for cities.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

By demonstrating competence and capacity for doing independent work, the Soil Scientist can advance to increasing
levels of responsibili4. Advancement may require advanced training as well as keeping up-to.date in the field. The Soil
Scientist might eventually be placed in charge of all soil science work in a state or at a university.
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OCCUPATIONS RELATED TO WATER
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

WATER RESOURCE INVESTIGATOR

USUAL DUTIES

l Re,inees Intestig,noi ref studs the series of waler pollution in an assigned area. Dumps. rural
sewaee ss stems. sast mills. industrial plants. lestaurants. and motels are checked tor stream pollution.

11w ift%,-lq,:iiot Uses 4c tests and collects samples to determine pollution and pollution sources. Those persons
responsible hn the pollution are then contacted. The Water Resources investigator explains !Le water laws and suggests
con ect Ise measures to stop violations.

Keplits ii the invesugators studies are prepared and constitute official records. This individual attends hearinrs as
doected and appears to coint when necessar . Another duty involves monitoring industries for the quality and quantity of
discharges..

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Wo.k is stead% throughout the year. usually with a 5-day. 40-hour work week. Most work is outdoors but sonic office
work and report %%route is required.

QUALIFICATIONS

The Water Resource Investigator should have a high school diploma. Courses in chemistry, mathematics. science, and
English are helpful. A college degree tut an appropriate field also is helpful aid may lead to advancement and promotion.

Since the Water Resource investigator needs to find the causes and effects o; water pollution, this individual should be
able to conduct investigations. gather data. and prepare comprehensive reports. knowledge of laws and policies applkable to
water supplies and pollution contiol is helpful. It is also necessary for the investigator to establish tactful relations with
property owners and those causing pollution.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

The future job situation for the Water Resource Investigator is excellent. There should be many opportunities for people
interested in this area.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Advancement ppitunittes are good. The Water Resource Investigator may move up to a position of greater
responsibility alter a year or more of satisfactory work. An arSOC: ur baccalaureate degree may he required to meet the
qualifications of advancement.

HYDROLOGIST

USUAL DUTIES

The Hydrologist works in the area of water resources, conducting scientific surveys and field investigations on water
supplies and water use in connection with current and future ut.vdt. hi some states where water ra in shoo supply, the
Hydrologist assists in the issuing of permits and licenses for water use.

In some situations. applicants for water use permits may have conflicting interests. When this happens, the Hydrologist
conducts hearings to inform the permit applicants of the state laws relating to water use and priorities. An attempt is made to
work out a satisfactory settlement between conflicting interests. This may mean additional investigations, and if a settlement
cannot he made. reports are prepared and further action recommended.

Hydrologists are also involved in water storage. They obtain or verify general reservoir information and make safety
inspections during and/or after construction. A cheek is made on water flow into and out of the reservoir to make sure it
follows water use permit requirements.

The Hydrologist acts as an information person between a states water resource board and other state or federal agencies
and private individuals concerned with water resources.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work is steady throughout the year with a 40-hour, 5-day week. Work is performed indoors as well as outdoors. Work is
at a professional ler&
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QUALIFICATIONS

the II thologs.t !eds a haccalailicate degree in civil. hydraulie. or hydrological engineering or other closely related field.
Work in water 0411;01 and water pollution control would he helpful.

Skill and ability is needed in hydiolg.ical survey methods and equipment. Also necessary ti knowledge of the principles
surface water lidrolotts and laws and regulations ethiCeinitlg water use and water rights.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

he tutuie jtib situation for .11: Ifsdrolttgi i IS exeellent.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Advancement opportunities for better positions are good. The hydrologist may move up to a position of greater
respnsthilit .toes a eat or more of utisfactory work. An advanced degree may be required to meet qualifications of the
new job.

WATER WELL INSPECTOR

Enyirunmentai Health Technician

USUAL DUTIES

The Water Well Inspector cheeks well water to make sure it is safe for human consumption: Samples are taken from the
well and tested lot harmful or anwanted chemicals or minerals. Tests are also run for microorganisms which are harmful to
human or animal health.

If the tests indicate the well water is safe, the inspector issues a permit tin its use. If the tests indicate harmful or
unwanted chetmeals or minerals in the water, the inspector suggests methods to remove them. If the tests indicate
disease-causing organisms. the inspector must determine the source of the pollution. The source may be a wastewater system
eise to the well site. The inspector may have to make dye tests to determine the actual cause of pollution. If the cause of
pollution cannot he found or corrected. the inspector may suggest methods to make well water potable.
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A Water Well Inspector taking a water well depth measurement,
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icd iI' ii.h.tiii tt t.iI iiI ii'igt 41 -hteui -Jj 'tnk us iuidth in itic tjht,Iji4q juu.1 4uidM'i
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I tic lils}l.Llt)1 Jl%t it'dd 141 lLi% It' d,113b11%ti jtid flujulIjin clicciivc working r a1i,ms with Ihc ciiirh in' iid
.ziid tiic public.

EMPt.OYME1 PROSPECTS

I ntph' iitt p1 'spci stit'uld unipi oc ni thc lutuic. liac Watci Wdl Inspccioi ma bt cmpltn cd h' %Ia(c 01 h*.a1
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OPPORrUNIIII.S FOR .DVANEMENT
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I $cjiiht upct t..'t Furilict cdat It Hi 1113% lx' ticccssar toi ths lIcw posil n'us.

/ WATER TREATMENT PLANT TECHNICIAN

USUAL DUTIES
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(IRR .W TERISTICS OF THE JOB
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iIi% 't%Vs i'jdiii titsi i IIIIK'111 s jtii1 kccpint! I t'd

QL%LIFkAT1OS
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ahk ii' J%d dii it Ills t) ()I lit'; woikt'r.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

the futitrc 1uoks %df % pit tinisulig It,; Waicr I rd.ittlk'tiI I'iji;i lccliuuicians. ()pporfliniik's t'isI ItH t'iflplt 'S Utt'til iii k'tIi'ral.
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Water Treatment Plant Technician operating valves in a water treatment plant.
Courtesy Shawnee State Park, &he &burg, PA.

Big COPY AVMIKE

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

lie Witter Treatment Plant Technician may advankv to the position of Water Treatment Plant Operator or Filter Plant
Supervisor after a minimum of one sear of experience. A 2-yea associate degree in the field of water treatment technoloff or
the cytm-alent in time or education will enhance one's opportunities for advancement.

WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT TECHNICIAN

USUAL DUTIES

he lob 44 tai, : Wastewater Treatment Plant Technician is to help operate a wastewater treatment plant. This means
working with water purification chemists. unitarians, purification plant operators, and sewage-disposal engineers to add
chemicals that will purify wastewater. The job also includes reading and understanding meters and gauges. keeping daily
records, and relati'd duties. The technician supervises skilled workers in controlling the flow and processing of wastewater.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Wastewater Treatment Plant Technicians do physical work both indoors and outdoors. They may also work at a desk
recording Meier wading and keeping daily records. Wastewater Treatment Plant Technicians do a lot of work with
machmer

QUALIFICATIONS

The Wastewatei Treatment Plant Technician should haw a 2-year associate degree or certificate in water and wastewater
treatment technology or equivalent work experience. This individual should haw an understanding of water pollution
control. and be able to follow instructions and perfiron duties carefully. The technician has to work with tools and

equipment and must be able to read and understand meters and gauges. The ability to supervise others is helpful.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Matey Wastewater Treatment Plant Technician lobs should be available in the future. This area is expanding because of
federal orders to upgrade the treatment of wastewater. There are a lot of positions opening in federal, state, and local
government agencies. There also are job openings with wastewater equipment manufacturing companies.

Federal govern, nent agencies which may employ Wastewater Treatment Plant Technicians include: U.S. Department of
Agriculture. U.S. Department of the Interior. US. Department of Housing and Urban Affairs. U.S. Department of Health,
him-awn and Welfare. and the U.S. Department of Defense.
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This Wastewater Treatment Plant Technician is chedcing the aeration and
flotation chambers in a wastewater treatment plant. Courtesy Environmental
Protection Agatcy.
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State agencies also may employ Wastewater Treatment Plant Technicians. Some agencies are: Department of Agriculture.
Department of Environmewl Resources, and the Department of Urban Development. State positions usually are classified
civil service posts and require a rating on a competitive entrance examination.

Employment opportunities for technicians may be found with private industries which manufacture water pollution
control and monitoring equipment and with consulting engineering firms.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Wastewater Treatment Plant Technician may advance to the position of Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator after
at least one year'S work experience. A 2.year associate degree in the field of water and wastewater technology may be
necessary. Other positions to which the technician may advance arc: Water Purification Chartist, Sanitarian. or
Sewage-Disposal Engineer. In many of these cases. a baccalaureate degree is required for advancement.

OCEANOGRAPHER

USUAL DUTIES

The Oceanographer studies the ocean and its contents. movements and shorelines. Since this is such a large field, there
are many areas in which an Oceanographer may specialize.

Some Oceanographers specialise in studying plant and animal life in the seas. The Oceanographer observes how these
living things pow, live, and die and how they relate to the total ecology of the ocean. Some Oceanographers study the
structure of the ocean floor. tides. water movement. and other physical characteristics. The Oceanographer observes waves
and their effects on the ocean floor and shorelines. Water currents and the movement of sediment in the ocean are studied.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work is steady throughout the year. The Oceanographer works primarily outdoors. Work may be on a ship, and duties
may include diving and swimming.

Since the ocean is so large. working conditions may vary from arctic cold to tropical heat, and from the calm water of
have to the rough open waters of oceans.
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QUALIFICA tIONS

A ha:A:A:meat .. deem. keanot:taphs or Marine Biology r. essential. Ph% steal statttttta is important SUM' a for All the
work is rigorous. You neat be out sea Vot age% or tttaS he diving into unknown waters. Skin diving is an important part
of Ocean% iga ,

The Oeeanogiapher must he able to work well with others think creativel and eat is out projects. In addition. the
if And it1.11% t% IL' I i% and 111110%. :And 'meson prowl festat to other people.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

The future job utlook bir Oceanographers is excellent. Tltes generally are hired by marine industries. marine
laboratories. .tr various state tedeial government agencies. Mans Oceanographers are hired b) the National ot:Canti and
At11R Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

There is a rapidly growing demand for Oceanographers m many industries assciated with marine sOenee and
enpireering. Industries such as petroleum. natural gas. and precious stone mining conduct marine operations. Oeeangrapher
consulting Ilf1115 and fishing industries employ Oceanographers.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Oppin winch.. tot advancement to better positions are excellent. The Oceanographer may move up to a position of
peaty' tesputisihili11 atter a or moie Ott sxisfactor work. in:* be necessary for advancement.
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This oceanographer is collecting minute waterway plant We for laboratory
study. Courtesy Environmental Protection Army.
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OCCUPATIONS IN WILDLIFE

GAME PROPAGATOR

USUAL DUTIES

The Game Propagato: mas manal.te a Mate game farm or work tOr a private farm. One responsibilits is to conduct
propmn. pith' inor.qatton th.trIbution of heasam, and other glint!. The ptopagatot supervises the work of
Gamekeepers and Game Farm Workers and does techmeal work on the game farm. This work includes hatching. tit i ding.
feeding. and caring for the game birds and animals. There is some field work in growing crops to teed the game.

The Game Propagator supervises work crews itt thre operation of incubators. hatcheries. brooders, and other farming and
game propagating equipment. Scheduks must be arranged so that operations are conducted at the proper times. Other duties
are to direct the plowing and soil preparation procedures, planting, and finally harvesting o the grain which kiwi is used as
game wed.

The GAM! Propagator participates in the statewide distribution of game and watertOwl releases. This individual teceives
and ralS:S tiZAV :ypeS of game buds. waterfowl. and aMM1215 which the state wishes to !Ise for experimental purpws

The Game Propagator patrols the tome farm to enforce game laws. Other duties include keeping records and witting
repor ts 01 game farm activities.

CHARACTERISTIC'S OF THE JOB

Work is relitisely steady throughout the year. bus may Vary according to the season. Work is mostly outdoors, but thew
Is some indoor work SUCII as record keeping and brooder operations.

QUALIFICATIONS

The Game Propagator is expected to have two to three sears of experience on game failltS college work in agri-ulture.
game management. or biological science.

a
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.401'
A Game Propagator preparing *aunt eggs for hatching.
Courtesy Washington State Game Department.
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-1 bane Plop:igloo' should be intetestd in tainting. etlitl WOtking wish amnia's. and have j Welt kill!! kin, ledge of
ciimmon g4111C NI a tineja' mid methods tit tICJIMCIII.

i'11111Jr.it,i) !WV& sktlt and ahilitv to opetat and lepan 1110titilitr ltr nl.n 1:11111 tools and
equipment lui,odets. It:licher S. and tieVICCS.

The (tattle Ptiliugatoi must he in good itlivsical oindition and able to handle iespotisihle duties.

EMPLONAIEN I PROVE(' IS

fit ttltitrC ellIp1411:1011 IllOspeit. tot the Wilk* ProPagatist look good. The increased populatit lecieational hulloing
ietult in an nicteased demand lot poisons in this t ield.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The G.111W Plop.11!.110r jti%Ott4X to the position of (ram' Farm Superintendent alto st've!al vests of ,Jtistactor) work
110 for 111:1114:e. I:inflict education niav necessatv to quail() lot this position.

GAME WARDEN

Commotion Otruvr. Game Protector

USUAL DU I IES

Lillie WjtkiC111 patio' assigned areas tit land and watch for violations of the fish and giffile laws. They check for illegal
possession of fish and Lame. investigate ciimplamt s. question possible suspects. and issue warnings or make jneStS.Chlitn% for
d.iniags b wild animals to crops and livestock are itivestipted. and the Game Wades) Often assists in the settlement of these
claims.

Anothei dut is to exrItitt fish and !;ante laws. rules, and regulations to sportsmen both in the field and in group
meet Ines. The Game Warden mav also be asked to speak on hunter satei.v in school programs.

The Caine Warden also helps with conscrvalion practico such as stocking fish in streams and releasing wild animals and
birds.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work is stead) throughout the veal. but there is no so work week. Days and hours VOly according to the patrol schedule.
Wolk is most It outdoors in all weather conditions.

.0

s

U.S. Game Management Agent and Maryland Game W checking with duck
hunter. Cowes} Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.
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QUALIFICATIONS

Iii sputa the 4:Jrididate should he a high school graduate. Courses in biology and language arts are necessary.
An interest in hunting. fishing. and outditor living are essential. The Game Wardell must be sitting and willing to work in

man% climatic conditions. The candidatt must be friendly. patient. tactful. and courteous to the public. This individual must
he able to enforce all rules and regulations itrictl% .

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Prospects look tanI good tilt' this position. All states require the services of Game Wardens. The increased popularity of
teife.i11011:11 hunting will result in an increased demand niditildinils in tins field.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Adunceinent oppoi tunnies exist III the field and at division headquarters fOr positions of greater responvibility. The
Game Warden teas move into one of these positions after several years of satisfactory work performance.

WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN

USUAL DUTIES

the Wildlife leouncian assists the Wildlife Biologist in wildlife management and studies of wildlife nutritkm, behavior.
and reproduction. The technician captures the wildlife species fr study, marking. and transfer from one area to another.
Opinion surreys may he conducted with visitors to park and wildlife preserves. Special equipment is used by the Wildlife
Technician to follow movements of individual animals. Wildlife 0..3U ate then stmnari/ed and written up in report

The WIldbfe Technician may he in charge of maintaining experimental wildlife cages. Another responsibility is to assist in
enforcing ,wine iats during peak periods of sports activit .

CHARACTEHIS IRS Of THE JOB

Wink o sic:14 throughout the tear. The work week varies according to the seasonal work being done. Work usually is
nit doors. in all climatic conditions.
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A Wildlife Technielisn feeding hawks and owls in these specially constructed
cages. Courtesy Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.
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QUALIFICATIONS

A Wildlife 'technician should have an associate del tee in wildlife management. biological science. tniestry. or a related
field. or :he equivalent in work experience.

This individual must enjoy working in the outdoors and 4could be able to handle equipment such as live game traps.
tracking equipment. and firearms. A background in orienting (map and compass work) is helpful.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Oppoitunities tOr employment exist in federal and state government agencies. educational institutions, and in private
organizations and industries.

Some of the federal agencies arc: Bureau of Land Management. Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Bure.19i of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. and the National Park Service of the LIS. Department of the Interior. Also,
employment prospects exist in the U.S. Department of Agriculture with the Forest Service, Soil Conservation Service, and
Extension Service.

State governments are the largest employers of Wildlife Technician's. These positions are located in state conservation
agencies such as the Department of Natural Resources, Department of Fish and Game, Department of Environmental
Resourqs. Depanent of Parks and Recreation, and the Department of Agriculture.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Wildlife Technician may advance to the position of Wildlife Biologist after several years of satisfactory work
performance. Further education also may be necessary.

WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST

USUAL DUTIES

The Wildlife Biologist's work is centered on conducting wildlife research and management activities to maintain healthy
wildlife. This involves field and laboratory work in game population surveys and autopsies of dead animals. Studies arc done
on food haNts and the harvesting of game.
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These Wildlife Bin and banding geese for habitat studies.
Courtesy Washkgton State Game invent.
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The Wildlife Biiikigist checks hunters in the field. operates game checking stations along highways, and provides technical
assistanee in setting hunting hunts and in the management of game farms.

Another concern for the biologist is to help engineers and agronomists coordinate water resources and land use
development so wildlife won't be affected. This individual is often asked to present wildlife conservation programs to camps
and schools. Training sessions are offered to other branches of the Fish and Game Commission as well as to interested groups
such as sportsman dubs

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB

Work is steads throughout the year, usually with a non-standard work week. Work is performed both indoors and
outdoors in all weather conditions.

QUALIFICATIONS

The Wild lite Biologist should have a baccalaureate degree in wildlife management, zoology, ecology, or a closely related
field. The candidate should enjoy the outdoors, have an interest in animals. and be physically able to work a non-standard
work week under various weather conditions. The ability to communicate well with others is necessary, especially in the
educational programs.

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

Somewhat limited employment opportunities for Wildlife Biologists exist in state and federal agencies,state universities,
and eommunity colleges. Some states require an advanced college degree to qualify for the positiol A very limited number of
positions exist in private companies.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The Wildlife Biologist may move up to a position of greater responsibility after a year or more of successful work
performanee. After meeting the required educational qualifications plus several years of practical experience, the Wildlife
Biologist ma' merit the position of Division or Bureau Chief.
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Appendix A

SELECTED LIST OF REFERENCES

An introduction to .1gruultural Business and Indian:'. 1.T. Weyant, N.K. Hoover, D.R. Mc Clay. Danville. IL: Interstate
Printers and Publishers, Inc.. current edition.

Carver Opportunities. Eco log Cot:sem:ion. and Environmental ControL Edited by J.G. Ferguson and others. Chicago, IL:
IC,. Ferguson Publishing Co.. 1%9.

Cliwnicic Occupational Briefs. Moravia. NY: Chronicle Guidance Publications, Inc.
Coopratie Occupational Education and Work Experience in the R.E. M3S0I and P.G. Haines, Danville, IL:

Interstate Printers and Publishers. Inc.. 1972.
Dictionary of occupational Titles. Volume 1. IL U.S. Department of Labor. Washine;on. DC: U.S. Governnwnt Printing

Office, Ithi5.
Directory of Postsennidar Schools with Occupational Curriculums: Public.Nonpuhlic 1971. U.S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare Publication No. (OE) 73-11410. Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1973.

Directorr of Seecnklary Schools with Occupational Curriculums.. Pub lie-Nonpublic 1971. U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare Publication No. (OE) 73-11409. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973.

Guidance in Agricultural 1- duration. H.M. Bynum. Danville. IL: interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc.. current edition.
Handbook of Agricultural Occupations. N.K. Hoover. Danville. IL: Interstate Printers and Publishers. Inc., 1969.
lie/p Yourself to a Joh. Parts I. IL Y. Dugin. Minneapolis, MN: Finney Co.. 1969.
Largo Career Briefs. Largo, EL. Career Publication.
Making a 1.iving in Cimservation. A.M. Day. Harrisburg. PA: Stackpole Books, 1971.
Occupational Guidance for (4: arm Agriculture. The Center for Research and Leadership Development in Vocational and

Technical Education. Columbus, OH: The Ohio State University. 1%5.
Occupational Outknik 1laredhr. ok. 1972-73 Edition. U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin No. 1700.

Washineton, U.S. Government Printing Office.
Opportunities in Licririmucental Careers. 0. Fanning. New York, NY: Universal Publishing and Distributing Corp.. 1971.
Opportunities in Geology and Ecologicul Engineering. A.K. Snelgrove. New York. NY:. Universal Publishing and Distributing

Corp.. 1970.
Ski Occupational Briefs. Chicasil, IL: Science Research Associates, Inc.
Vi 'club 'nal Guidance and Career Development in the Schools: Toward a Systems Approach. E.L. Herr and S.H. Cramer. New

York, NY- Houghton Mifflin Co.. 1972.



Appendix B

SELECTED LIST OF PROFESSIONAL AND
TECHNICAL SOCIETIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

CONCERNED WITH THE NATURAL RESOURCES

The following natural euffirve% :ind conservation societies and organizations are a source of occupational information and
reference data. If you would like information from any of these organizations, address your letter to the executive secretary
at the address shown.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL ASSOCIATION, 440 Fifth Avenue. Pittsburgh, PA 15213
AMERICAN CONGRESS ON SURVEYING AND MAPPING, 733 15th Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20005
AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY, 1040 Washington Building, 15th and New York Avenues, N.W.. Washington DC 20005
AMERICAN FO itPS I. INSTITUTE. 1835 K Street, N.W.. Washington. DC 20006
AMERICAN FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES, 1816 N Street, N.W., Washington, IX' 20006
TtiE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION. 1319 18th Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036
AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE. 2201 M Street. N.W., Washington, DC 20037
AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION. 2100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20037
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS, 917 15th Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20005
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY. 45 Beacon Street. Boston, MA 02108
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE, 1271 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020
AMERICAN PULPWOOD ASSOCIATION. 605 Third Avenue. New York, NY 10016
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PHOTOGRAMMETRY, 644 Leesburg Me. Falls Church, VA 22044
AMERICAN WATER RESOURCES ASSOCIATION, P.O. Box 434, Urbana, IL 61801
AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION, 2 Park Avenue. New York, NY 10016
ASSOCIATION OF INTERPRETIVE NATURALISTS, 1251 E. Broad Street, Columbus, OH 43205
CONSERVATION EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. Box 450. Madison, WI 53701
ECOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Radiation Ecology Division, Oak Ridge. TN

37831

ENTOMOLOGICAL. SOCIETY OF AMERICA. 5603 Calvert Road, College Park, MD 20740
INCINERATOR INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, 60 East 42nd Street, Suite 1914, New York NY 10017
INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES. 34 South Main Street, Mt. Prospect, IL 60057
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SANITARIANS. University of Denver, Denver, CO 80203
NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION, Coal Building, 1130 Seventeenth Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036
NATIONAL PARKS AND CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION, 1701 18th Streeet, N.W., Washington, DC 20009
NATIONAL RECREATION. AND PARK ASSOCIATION, 1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington. DC 20006
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION. 1412 16th Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036
THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS, Suite 300, 1010 16th Street, N.W., Washington. IX' 20036
SOCIETY FOR RANGE MANAGEMENT, 2120 South Birch Street. Denver. CO 80222
SOIL CONSERVATION SOCIETY OF AMERICA, INC.. '515 NE Ankeny Road, Ankeny. IA 50021
SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA.677 South Segoe Road, Madison, WI 53711
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION, 3900 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington. DC 20016
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE. 709 Wire Building, Washington. DC 20025
THE WIIDLIFE SOCIETY, Suit 5-176, 3900 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington, IX' 20016
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Appendix C

SELECTED LIST OF AUDIOVISUAL AIDS

The following audiovisual nuterials are suggested to supplement instruction for career exploration in the natural
resources. They are organited by natural iesource areas, however, some audiovisual aids may he applicable to several areas.

Beeause there is considerable interest across the nation in natural resources and environmer education, the demand for
these materials is enormous. When borrowing films, always give a second and third choice of shoo: uates. Some materials may
gtt out of print , toilers are being revis.:d: some new ones are being developed. For these reasons, it is suggested that teachers
when writing to a given source, ask for a list of new mamice materials.

AIR

"Agricultural Science Protects Our Environment." No. (' -140. 49 frames, color mounted slides $8, filmstrip $5.50.
Photography Division. Office of Information, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, IX 20250.

"Air Pollution and You." Filmstrip, color, 4h frames, sale. Current Affairs Films, 527 Madison Avenue, New York, NY
10012.

"Air Pollution' lake a Deadly Breath." Film, 16mm, color, 34 minutes, sale $610. rental $40. Contemporary Films/McGraw
Hill, 327 West 42nd Street. New York. NY 10036.

"Answer is Clear. The." Film. 16mm, color. 14 minutes, free loan. Modern Talking Pictures Service, Inc., 2323 New Hyde
Park Road. New Hyde Park, NY 11040.

FISH

"Brook Trout Fact and Figures." Film, 16mm, color, 45 minutes, service charge $15.70. Audio-Visual Services, 7 Willard
Building, University Park, PA 16802.

"Reservoir Fisheries of the Emilie." Film, 16mm, color, 20 minutes, service charge $7.30. Audio-Visual Services, 7 Willard
Building. University VJrk, PA 16802.

"Trout Hatchery." Film. itmim. color, 15 minutes, service charge $6.60. Audio-Visual Services, 7 Willard Building, University
Park, PA 16802.

U S.A." Film, Ihmrti. color. 10 1/2 nunutes, service charge $3. NACD Environmental Film Service, Box 855, League
City, TX 77573.

FORESTRY

"Forest, The." Film, or black and white, 28 minutes, service charge.*
"TreeFarm. The." Film, 16inm. color, 13 1/2 minutes, free loan. American Forest Institute, 1835 K Street, N.W.,

Washington, DC 20006.
"Vision Ili t he ;:orest." Film. 1mm, color or black and white, 5 1/4 minutes, service charge.*
"Working Forest. A." Film, Ihnn. color, /X minutes, service charge,*
"Your Friend Is The Forest." Film, 16mm. color. 7 minutes, service chare,e $4.10. Audio-Visual Services, 7 Willard Building,

University Park. PA 16802.
"Yours Is The Land." Film. lomm. color. 20 minutes, service charge $7.50. Audio-Visual Services, 7 Willard Building,

Univer ,ty Park, PA "4402.

LAND USE PLANNING

"Challenge Urban Renewal." Film, 16mm, color,2S minutes, service charge $10.30. Audio-Visual Services, 7 Willard
Building, University Park, PA 16802.

"Cities, The: A City is To Live In." Film, 16mm, color, 54 minutes. service charge $18.90. Audio-Visual Services. 7 Willard
Building, University Park, PA 16802.

"Peace and Voices in the Wilderness." Film, 16mm, color, 10 minutes. service charge $4.10. Audio-Visual Services, 7 Willard
Building, University Park, PA 16802.
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"Place to Live l dm. 16in, color. 17 minutes. soy cc charge $5. NACI) Envuonmental Flint Nervier. Box 855, Leaguer' 77i ';
l'rhat Sprawl." I dm 'intim. color, 13 minutes. some caige Ste.10 Audio-Visual Services. 7 Willard Building. University

Park. PA 16802.
"Urban Sprawl vs Planned Growth," Fihn. 16mm. color. 21 1/2 minutes. service chaige S5. NACD, Etiviiometal Film

Service, Bolk 855. League cliv. IA 7757,2.

MINERALS AND MINERAL FUELS

"Coal and Water." Film. Itemm. color. 23 minutes. sale $200. Stuart Finley, 026 Mansfield Road, Falls Chinch. VA 22041.
"Grain t't Salt, A." Film. lmm. color. 28 minutes. tree loan. Modern Talking Pictures Service. Inc., 2323 New Hyde Park

Road, New Hyde Park. NY 11040.
"Greatest Good. The." Film. iontm. cohn. 28 minutes. free loan. Colorado Mining Ass iation. 402 Majestic Building, 290

South loth Street. Denver. CO 80202.
"Ravaged Farth, !he." Vihn, Therm. color. 27 minutes. service charge S15. NBC Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY 10020.

RANGE

"lionte on the Range." Film. lomm. black and whit:. 4) minutes. service charge. *
"Range Giving Practices." Filnt. lomm. color in black and white. o 1/2 minutes. service charge $3. NACD Environmental

Him Service. Box 855. League CO. TX 77573.
"Rebuilding With Grass." Film lomm. color. 25 minutes, service charge 55. NACU Fnvironmental Film Service. Box 855,

League City. .1 X 77571
"Renewal of Our Rangelands." Film. lomm. Wit.r. 25 minutes, service charge $5. NACD Environmental Film Service, Box

855. League City. TX 77573.

RECREATION

"Camping Key to Conservation." Film. 16mm. color. 22 minutes, service charge $8.30. Awlio-Visual Service, 7 Willard
Building. University Park. PA 16802.

"Community Action For Recreation." Film, lomm, color, 27 minutes, service charge $9.30. Audio-Visual Service, 7 Willard
Building. University Park, PA 16802.

"Community Lake." Film. 16mm. color. 27 minutes. service charge $5. NACU Environmental Film Service, Box 855, League
('its'. TX 77573.

"Heritage of Splendor." him Timm. color, 18 minutes, service charge 56.. Audio-Visual Service. 7 Wiifard Building.
l`niversity Park. PA 16802.

"Rural Hohdins." Film, ttemm. color. 25 minutes, service charge $5. NA('D Environmental Film Service. Box 855,1 .ague
City. TX 77573.

"Woodland Manners," Film, 1tmm, color in black and white, 19 1/2 minutes. service charge*

SOIL

"Food and S.'il." Film. Itmm, color, 11 minutes, service charge.*
"Problems of Conservation: Soil." Film, lomm, color. 14 minutes. service charge $5. NACU Environmental Film Service,

Box 855, League City. TX 77573.
''his Is Our Land." Film. 16mm. color. 28 1/4 minutes, service charge $5. NACI) Environmental Film Service, Box 855,

League City, TX 77571
"Topsoil." Film, 16mm, black and white. 11 minutes. service charge $3. N %CD Environmental Film Service, Box 855,

League City. TX 77573.
"Water Movement in the Soil." Film. 16mm. color, 25 minutes, service charge $5. NACU Environmental Film Service, Box

$55, League City, TX 77573.

WATER

"Adventures of Junior Raindrop." Film, lomm. color, 8 minutes, service charge $3. NM'D Environmental Film Service. Box
855, League City, TX 77573.

"Kew To Make a Dirty River." Film, 16mm, color, 27 minutes, sale $330, rental $15. NBC Educational Enterprises, Inc., 30
Rockefeller Plaza. New York, NY 10020. room 1040)

"It's Your Decision: ('lean Water." Film, iomm, color. 14 minutes, free loan. Associate Films. Inc.. Regional Film Centers:
MX) Grand Avenue, Ridgefield, NI 07657; 561 Hillgrave Avenue. 1AGrand. IL 60525: 324 Delaware Avenue. Oakmont.
PA 15134).

"River Must Live., The." F Im, 16mm. color, 21 minutes, free loan. Shell Film Library, 450 North Meridian Street,
Indianapolis, IN 46204.
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"Water Fol him and tits Film. lomm. black and white. 13 minutes. service .Matte $5. NA('!} him
Service. look iejeue cm. IN 77573.

-Wale!. Let's kecp 1t t 'Ivan film. Irimin. color, 20 minutes. service charge $7.50. Audio-Visual Services. 7 WINO
UniversitY Park. PA Isi8o2.

WILDLIFE

P14icr t".ist., of Animal 1 racks.- k. t..1 74 hatnes, slide %el SI I, ldnisttip $5.50. Photography Division. ()trice
glf 111141Minitn, S. Denar intent of Agriculture. Uashington, IX' 2025().

"Once Upon a Tini." Film. tomm. black and white. 10 minutes. service charge $3. NACU Environmental him Service. Box
855. League City. 1 X 77573.

"'Patterns of the Wild." Film I omm. color. 26 minutes. service dug.
-Sortie t ;Ante Birds of North Amer 48 fumes. color mounted slides $1 1. filmstrip $5.50. Photography Division. Office of

Information. U.S. Wparlf11011 of AgfiCtlitUrC, Washington. IX' 202M).
"Realm of the Wild." Film, 16inm. color. 25 minutes. service charge $5. NAM Environmental Film Service. liox 855.

League Ciq. N 77573.
**We Share this Land." Film, lmm. color. 14 1/4 minutes. service charge.*
"Vs dale and the I Itinutt touch." Filnt, Itimm, color or black and white, 18 minutes. service charge.*
"Wildlife and limber." Film. I timm, color or black and white. 6 1/2 minutes. service charge.*

MISCELLANEOUS

"Alone In the Midst of The Land." Film, lomm color 27 minutes, sale $330. rental $15. NBC Fducational Enterprises. Inc..
30 Rockefeller Plata, New York. NY 10020. (Room 1(40)

"Careers In Government Services.** No. 17N. 48 frames, color, filmstrip, sale 57.95. Vocational Education Productions,
California State P i'y technic College. San Luis Obispo. CA 93401.

"Careers In Natural Resource Management." No. 180, 53 frames. color, filmstrip. sale $7.95. Vocational Education
Productions. California State Polytechnic College. San Luis Obispo, CA 93401.

"Conservation/A Job For Young America." Film. IhMTIL color, 19 minutes. sale $250. rental $15. Contemporary
Filets /McGraw Hill, 330 West 42nd Street. New York, NY 10036.

Our Part In 1.'onservation." Film, lmm. color, I I minutes, sale $125, rental $10. Contemporary Films/McGraw Hill. 330
West 42nd Street. New York, NY 10036.

"Our Vanishing Lands." F 1m 16mm. color. 24 minutes. sale $325. rental $18. Contemporary Films/McGraw Hill, 330 West
42nd Street, New York, NY 10036.

*U.S Department of Agriculture (dm JVatlahle tram state film Ithranes. Write Motion Picture Service. Office of Information, U.S. Departyr.ent
.'t Agriculture. Washington. I) 2025tt for locations of these lending libraries.
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Appendix D

A CHECKLIST OF POTENTIAL RESOURCE PERSONS
WITHIN A COMMUNITY

The following checklist may he used as a guide to survey community resource people who would be available to assist
teachers with planning field trips. to serve as resource speakers or to assist stt.dents with individual projects.

... I. local. Mate. am, Federal Resigner Person(s)

Agriculture Stabiliraon and Conservation Service Personnel
Community Planning Personnel
Counts. or Parish Rect,riter of Deeds
Fish Conservation Officer (Warden)- Forest Ranger
l'ort'sif Service Personnel
Game CiitherVailistl 01 fleet (Warden)

Soil and Wahl r Conservation Service Personn I

II. Local. State. and Federal Inspector(s)

Building
Environmental
Mining (Mineral .Jetalo
Oil and Gas
Range
Safety
Sanitation

III. Supervisors. Managers. and Caretakers

Camp grounds
Forests
Flood Control Facilities
Garbage Disposals
Historic Sites and Monuments
Libraries
Museums
Nature Trails
Power Generating Stations
Parks
Recreation Facilities
Science Centers
Sewage Plants
Tour Services
Water Works

Wildlifr Sanctuaries
Zoos

IV. Community Leaders

Clubs
Youth Groups
Histo.ic Societies
Veteran Organizations
Government Officials
Professional leaders
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